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An Introduction to Learning
BeFore He WAs tHe dog WHIsPerer December 23, 1990: Cesar
Millan had made up his mind; it was time to leave Mexico and start a new life in
America. He was 21 years old, spoke no English, and had exactly $100 in his pocket.
Since the age of 13, Cesar had dreamed of becoming the greatest dog trainer in
the world. Now he was ready to pursue that goal, even if it meant saying goodbye
to everything he knew and cherished—his family, his homeland, and his culture
(Millan & Peltier, 2006).
From his home in Mazatlán, Cesar traveled to the dangerous border city of
Tijuana, where he met a human smuggler who said he would get him into the United
States for a fee of—you guessed it—$100. Trudging over muddy terrain, darting across
a busy freeway, and hiding in a frigid trench of water, Cesar stuck with the smuggler. When he finally reached San Diego, he was “dripping wet, filthy, thirsty, [and]
hungry.” But, as Cesar recalls in his book Cesar’s Way, “I was the happiest man in the
world” (Millan & Peltier, 2006, p. 39).
For more than a month, Cesar slept under a freeway and lived on hotdogs from
7-Eleven (Partisan Pictures, 2012). Technically, he was “homeless,” but he didn’t feel like a
drifter. “I never felt lost,” Cesar recalls, “I always knew what I wanted.” Cesar got a job at a
pet-grooming parlor in San Diego and eventually moved to Los Angeles, where he worked
as a kennel boy, a limousine washer, and a self-employed dog trainer. His dog-training
business was based in Inglewood, a city just south of Los Angeles with a strong gang
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Dog’s Best Friend
Young Cesar Millan walking a pack of
large and powerful dogs. Early on, Cesar
knew he wanted to devote his life to dogs.
He remembers himself as a 13-year-old
asking his mother, “Mom, you think I can
be the best dog trainer in the world?”
She responded, “You can do whatever
you want” (NPR, 2014, March 30). Eight
years later, at the age of 21, Cesar arrived
in the United States with no money, no
acquaintances, and virtually no knowledge
of English. But he had a dream, and that
was more powerful than anything. Gregg
Cobarr/WireImage/Getty Images.

presence and many dogs trained to protect and fight (Fine, 2013, February 7;
Lopez, 2012, March 18; Millan & Peltier, 2006). Capable of pacifying even
the fiercest of dogs, Cesar could be seen strolling through the city with a pack
of Rottweilers and pit bulls—off leash (Millan, n.d.)! Word spread about the
“Mexican guy who has a magical way with dogs” (Millan & Peltier, 2006, p. 50),
and Cesar accumulated more and more clients. The Los Angeles Times got wind
of Cesar’s work and profiled him in 2002, sparking the interest of several television producers (Levine, 2002, September 25).
Fast-forward to 2018. Cesar Millan is now a U.S. citizen and perhaps the
most famous dog expert on the planet. His résumé includes nine seasons of the
Emmy-nominated reality television series Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan (broadcast in more than 100 countries), along with other TV series such as Cesar 911. A
best-selling author, Cesar travels the world giving seminars in auditoriums packed
with thousands of eager listeners. Fans flood his website with comments, some
of them desperate (“HEY Ceser! I really need HELP! I have a 10 month old pit
mix. . . .”), others adoring (“Dear Cesar, keep doing what you’re doing. . . . You’ve
got a believer in me and millions of others”; Millan, n.d.).
How do you explain Cesar’s rise from poverty to superstardom? Clearly, he
is hardworking, motivated, and has an innate gift for understanding dogs. But
Cesar’s life, and the lives of countless dogs and their owners, have also been shaped
by learning.

What Is Learning?
LO 1 Define learning.
Psychologists define learning as a relatively enduring change in behavior or thinking
that results from experiences. Studies suggest that learning can begin before we are
even born—fetuses can hear voices and learn basic speech sounds from inside the
womb. This becomes apparent immediately following birth when they are able to
distinguish among vowels used in their native language (Moon, Lagercrantz, & Kuhl,
2013; Partanen et al., 2013). Learning occurs every day, and may continue until our
dying breath.
Note: Unless otherwise specified, quotations attributed to Cesar Millan are personal communications.

Top Dog
The world’s most famous dog expert
doesn’t train dogs—he trains people.
“I’m training humans to understand
how dogs react, how dogs behave,
what is their communication, and what
makes them happy,” Cesar explains.
It’s all about bringing balance to dogs’
lives and promoting more fulfilling
relationships between dogs and their
owners. Mathew Imaging/FilmMagic for Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences/Getty Images.

learning A relatively enduring change
in behavior or thinking that results from
experiences.
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CONNECTIONS

➤

In Chapter 3, we discussed sensory adaptation, which is the tendency to become
less aware of constant stimuli. Becoming
habituated to sensory input keeps us alert
to changes in the environment.

Macmillan Learning

Cesar, In His Own Words

http://qrs.ly/la7829

CONNECTIONS
In Chapter 1, we discussed Institutional
Review Boards, which must approve all
research with human participants and animal subjects to ensure safe and humane
procedures.

➤

The ability to learn is not unique to humans. Dogs can learn to dance salsa
(Goldman, 2012, December 13) and fruit flies can be trained to avoid smells associated
with electrical shocks (Dissel, Melnattur, & Shaw, 2015). Female elk are so good at learning to elude people with rifles and bows that they are “almost invulnerable to human
hunters” after reaching 9 or 10 years of age (Thurfjell, Ciuti, & Boyce, 2017, para. 1).
One of the most basic forms of learning is called habituation (huh-bich-ooEY-shun). Habituation occurs when an organism reduces its response to a recurring
stimulus (an event or object that generally leads to a change in behavior). Initially, an
animal might respond to a stimulus, but that response may diminish with repeated
exposures (assuming the stimulus is not threatening). Essentially, an organism learns
about a stimulus and becomes less responsive to it. This type of learning is apparent
in a wide range of living beings, from humans to sea slugs to baby chickens. When
3-day-old chicks are exposed to a loud sound, they automatically freeze. But if the loud
sound is repeated, even just 5 times, the newborn chicks become habituated to it and
carry on with what they were doing (Chiandetti & Turatto, 2017).
Reading this chapter, you will learn about many important animal studies. Animals can be useful models for studying and understanding human behavior, including
how we learn. The use of animals also sidesteps many of the ethical dilemmas that
arise with human research. It’s generally considered okay to keep rats, cats, and birds
in cages to ensure control over experimental variables (as long as they are otherwise
treated humanely), but locking up people in laboratories would obviously be unacceptable.
This chapter focuses on three major types of learning: classical conditioning,
operant conditioning, and observational learning. As you make your way through
each section, you will begin to realize that learning is very much about creating
associations. Through classical conditioning, we associate two different stimuli: for
example, the sound of a buzzer and the arrival of food. In operant conditioning,
we make connections between our behaviors and their consequences: for example,
through rewards and punishments. With observational learning, we learn by watching
and imitating other people, establishing a closer link between our behavior and the
behavior of others.
Learning allows us to grow and change, and it is critical for achieving our goals.
Let’s see how learning has shaped the life and work of Cesar Millan.

serving His country
Special Agent L. A. Bykowsky works
with Gavin in an explosives-detecting
exercise. During his five years with the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives (ATF), Gavin helped
ensure the safety of people attending
Super Bowls and NASCAR races; then
he went on a mission in Iraq, where his
problems with noises seemed to begin
(Millan & Peltier, 2010). AP Photo/Wilfredo Lee.

PAtrIot WItH A ProBLem Every year around July 4th, animal shelters

around the country report a surge in the number of runaway dogs and other pets
(Hanson, 2017, July 1). The banging and popping of fireworks are so terrifying to
some dogs, they flee their homes to escape the sounds. A dog that fears fireworks
or thunder is nothing out of the ordinary. But what if the animal went into panic
mode every time he heard the beep of a microwave, cell phone, or elevator? This
was the sad reality for Gavin, a sweet Labrador retriever who worked as a bombsniffing dog for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF).
When Cesar first met Gavin, the yellow Lab had already retired from the
ATF, but his work experiences had left a mark. While on a tour in the Iraq
War, Gavin had witnessed several loud explosions. Whenever an explosion
occurred, “he quivered and shook,” but then was able to carry on with his duties,
according to his handler, Special Agent L. A. Bykowsky (Millan & Peltier, 2010,
p. 58). Gavin may have been able to hold it together in Iraq, but the experience
had a profound impact on him. Shortly after returning to his home in Florida,
Gavin lived through two consecutive hurricanes (Millan & Peltier, 2010), which
“just took him [through] the roof,” according to Cesar. As a result of these
experiences, Gavin became hypersensitive to many different sounds. Any beeping
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noise would trigger his fear response: the sound of a voicemail ringtone might
cause uncontrollable shaking.
How did Gavin come to associate harmless, everyday sounds with danger?
To answer this question, we need to travel back in time and visit the lab of an
aspiring Russian scientist: Ivan Pavlov.

show what you know
1.

is a relatively enduring change in behavior and
thinking resulting from experiences.

2. Learning is often described as the creation of associations, or
links, for example, between a behavior and its consequences. List
some associations you have made this week.
CheCk your answers in appendix C.

Classical Conditioning
Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov spent the 1890s studying the digestive system of dogs
at Russia’s Imperial Institute of Experimental Medicine, where about 100 people worked
in his laboratory (Todes, 2014; Watson, 1968). Many of his early experiments involved
measuring how much dogs salivate in response to food. At first, the dogs salivated as
expected, but as the experiment progressed, they began salivating at the mere sight or
sound of the lab assistant arriving to feed them. Pavlov realized that the dogs’ “psyche,”
or personality, and their “thoughts about food” were interfering with the collection of
objective data on their digestion (Todes, 2014, p. 158). In other words, some unobservable activities were affecting their physiology, making it difficult for the researchers
to study digestion as an isolated phenomenon. The dog was associating the sound of
footsteps or the sight of a bowl with the arrival of food; it had linked certain sights and
sounds with eating. Intrigued by his discovery, Pavlov shifted the focus of his research,
investigating the dogs’ salivation in these types of scenarios (Fancher & Rutherford,
2012; Todes, 2014).

➤ CONNECTIONS
A dog naturally begins to salivate when
exposed to the smell of food, even before
tasting it. This is an involuntary response of
the autonomic nervous system, which we
explored in Chapter 2. Dogs do not normally
salivate at the sound of footsteps, however.
This response is a learned behavior, as the
dog salivates without tasting or smelling
food.

Mouth-Watering Science
what Pavlov’s studies teach us about
LO 2 Explain
classical conditioning.

Beginning in the early 1900s, Pavlov conducted numerous studies examining
the link between stimulus (food) and response (salivation). The behaviors Pavlov
studied were involuntary (reflexive), meaning they occurred automatically (Pavlov,
1906). The connection between food and salivation is innate and universal (all dogs
salivate in response to food). However, the link between salivation and non-food
stimuli is learned (for instance, dogs don’t automatically salivate in response to the
sound of footsteps, they learn to do it). Any time a new, nonuniversal link between
a stimulus and a response is established (footsteps and salivation), a type of learning
called conditioning has occurred.
Many of Pavlov’s studies had the same basic format (InfographIc 5.1 on page 168).
Prior to the experiment, the dog had a tube surgically inserted into its cheek so
researchers could determine exactly how much saliva it was producing. Once the dog
had recovered from the surgery, it was placed alone in a soundproof room and outfitted with equipment to keep it from moving around. Because Pavlov was interested in
exploring the link between a stimulus and the dog’s response, he had to pick a stimulus
that was more controlled than the sound of someone walking into a room. Pavlov used

CONNECTIONS

➤ In Chapter 1, we discussed the importance of
control in the experimental method. Here, if
the sound of footsteps is the stimulus, then
Pavlov would need to control the number
of steps taken and the type of shoes worn
to ensure the stimulus was identical across
trials. Otherwise, he would be introducing
extraneous variables, or characteristics that
interfere with the research outcome, making
it difficult to determine what caused the
dog to salivate.

habituation

A basic form of learning evident when an organism does not respond
as strongly or as often to an event following
multiple exposures to it.

stimulus An event or object that generally
leads to a response.
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a variety of stimuli, including flashing lights and sounds
produced by metronomes and buzzers, which normally
have nothing to do with food or salivation. In other
words, they are neutral stimuli in relation to feeding
and responses to food.
On numerous occasions during an experimental
trial, Pavlov and his assistants presented a dog with a
stimulus—the sound of a buzzer, for instance—and
then moments later gave the dog a piece of meat. Each
time the buzzer was sounded, the assistant would wait
a couple of seconds and then give the dog meat. All
the while, the dog’s saliva was being measured, drop
by drop. After repeated pairings, the dog began to link
the buzzer with the meat. It would salivate in response
to the sound alone, with no meat present, evidence
that learning had occurred. The dog had learned to
associate the buzzer with food.

What Is a Metronome?
Pavlov conditioned his dogs to salivate
in response to auditory stimuli, such
as buzzers and ticking metronomes.
A metronome is a device that musicians
often use to maintain tempo. This “oldfashioned” metronome has a wind-up knob
and a pendulum that ticks at various speed
settings. Modern metronomes are digital
and often come with additional features
such as adjustable volume. Perhaps Pavlov
could have used these new features to test
different aspects of classical conditioning.
Galina Ermolaeva/Dreamstime.com.

What Do You Need to Know?

synonyms
classical conditioning Pavlovian
conditioning, respondent conditioning

CONNECTIONS
In Chapter 1, we discussed operational definitions, which are the precise ways in which
characteristics of interest are defined and
measured. Earlier, we described the research
in everyday language, but here we are providing operational definitions for the procedures of the study.

acquisition The initial learning phase in
both classical and operant conditioning.
neutral stimulus (NS)

A stimulus that
does not cause a relevant automatic or
reflexive response.

classical conditioning Learning process in
which two stimuli become associated with
each other; when an originally neutral stimulus
is conditioned to elicit an involuntary response.
unconditioned stimulus (US)

A stimulus
that automatically triggers an involuntary
response without any learning needed.

unconditioned response (UR)

A reflexive,
involuntary response to an unconditioned
stimulus.

conditioned stimulus (CS) A previously
neutral stimulus that an organism learns to
associate with an unconditioned stimulus.

conditioned response (CR) A learned
response to a conditioned stimulus.
stimulus generalization The tendency for
stimuli similar to the conditioned stimulus to
elicit the conditioned response.

LO 3 Identify the differences between the US, UR, CS, and CR.

➤

Now that you know Pavlov’s basic research procedure, it is important to learn the
specific concepts and terminology psychologists use to describe what is happening
(Table 5.1).

COMING TO TERMS The pairings of the buzzer with the meat occur during the process

of acquisition, or initial learning phase. Before the experiment begins, the sound of
the buzzer is a neutral stimulus (NS)—something in the environment that does not
normally cause a relevant automatic response. In this case, that automatic response is salivation; dogs do not normally salivate when they hear a buzzer. But through experience,
they learn to link this neutral stimulus (the buzzer sound) with another stimulus (food)
that normally prompts salivation. This type of learning is called classical conditioning,
and it is evident when an originally neutral stimulus (NS) triggers an involuntary
response, such as salivation, eye blinks, and other types of reflexive behaviors.
At the start of a trial, before a dog is conditioned or has learned anything
about the neutral stimulus (NS), it salivates when it smells or receives food, in this
case meat. The meat is considered an unconditioned stimulus (US) because it
triggers an automatic response. Salivating in response to food is an unconditioned
response (UR) because it doesn’t require any learning; the dog just does it involuntarily. To reiterate, the smell or taste of meat (US) elicits the automatic response
of salivation (the UR). After conditioning has occurred, the dog responds to the
buzzer almost as if it were food. The buzzer, previously a neutral stimulus (NS), has
now become a conditioned stimulus (CS) because it prompts the dog to salivate.
When salivation occurs in response to the buzzer, it is a learned behavior; we call
it a conditioned response (CR). When trying to figure out the proper label for
the response, ask yourself what caused it: Was it the food or the buzzer? Knowing
this will help you determine whether it is conditioned (learned) or unconditioned
(not learned).
Now that you have a general understanding of classical conditioning, let’s have some
fun with it. Imagine you wanted to play a Pavlovian prank on an unsuspecting friend.
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cLAssIcAL condItIonIng: stImuLus And resPonse

stimulus

response

dog and Buzzer

Neutral stimulus (NS) does not
cause an automatic response.

No relevant response to NS.

Buzzer (NS) initially does not cause dog to salivate.

Unconditioned stimulus (US)
causes unlearned response.

Unconditioned response (UR) is
automatic and is triggered by US.

Meat is always a US (the dog never has
to learn how to respond to it). Dog’s
salivation is initially a UR to meat.

Conditioned stimulus (CS)
causes learned response.
Always different from US.

Conditioned response (CR) is
learned from pairing with US.

Buzzer (CS) causes dog to salivate (CR).

Here are some of the terms used in classical conditioning. Remember, unconditioned means unlearned, conditioned means learned,
stimulus is something that occurs in the environment, response is how the learner reacts.

All you would need is a phone and some Sour Patch Kids (sour candy). Personalize
your alert tone with a unique sound (twinkle). Then, every time you get a notification
(“twinkle, twinkle!”), hand your friend a Sour Patch Kid. The twinkle sound is initially
a neutral stimulus (NS), and the candy is an unconditioned stimulus (US), because it
causes salivation (an unconditioned response). With repeated pairings of the “twinkle,
twinkle!” and the candy, your friend will begin to associate the neutral stimulus
(twinkle sound) and the unconditioned stimulus (candy). After this conditioning has occurred, the twinkle sound becomes a conditioned stimulus (CS) that
has the power to produce a conditioned response (salivation)—and your friend
may wonder why your phone is making his mouth water!

LO 4

Recognize and give examples of stimulus
generalization and stimulus discrimination.

GENERALIZATION AND DISCRIMINATION What would happen if your friend heard

a similar-sounding notification coming from someone else’s phone? If he salivates,
he is displaying stimulus generalization, which is the tendency for stimuli similar
to the conditioned stimulus (CS) to elicit the conditioned response (CR). Once
an association is forged between a conditioned stimulus (CS) and a conditioned
response (CR), the learner often responds to similar stimuli as if they were the
original CS. When Pavlov’s dogs learned to salivate in response to a metronome
ticking at 90 beats per minute, they also salivated when the metronome ticked
a little faster (100 beats per minute) or slower (80 beats per minute; Hothersall,
2004). Their response was generalized to metronome speeds ranging from 80 to
100 beats per minute.
If a new stimulus is significantly different from the conditioned stimulus (CS),
stimulus generalization may not occur. Suppose Pavlov’s dogs learned to salivate in response to a high-pitched sound. If these dogs were exposed to lower-pitched sounds,
they may not salivate. If so, they would be demonstrating stimulus discrimination,
the ability to distinguish between a particular conditioned stimulus (CS) and other
stimuli sufficiently different from it. Getting back to your cell-phone prank, if your
friend does not salivate in response to a notification sound from someone else’s
phone, he is displaying stimulus discrimination.

EXTINCTION Once the dogs associate the buzzer sound with meat, can they ever listen to the sound without salivating? The answer is yes—if they are repeatedly exposed
to the buzzer without the meat to follow. Present the conditioned stimulus (CS)

office Pranks
In Season 3 of NBC’s The Office, “Jim”
played by John Krasinski (right) plays
a classical conditioning trick on his
coworker “Dwight” played by Rainn
Wilson (left). Every time Jim’s computer
makes the reboot sound, Jim hands
Dwight an Altoids breath mint. After
several pairings of the reboot sound
and the mint, Dwight automatically
reaches out his hand in anticipation
of the mint. “What are you doing?”
asks Jim. Looking confused, Dwight
replies, “My mouth tastes so bad all of
the sudden” (Williams & Whittingham,
2007, 0:53–1:03). NBC/Photofest.

CONNECTIONS

➤ In Chapter 3, we introduced the concept
of difference threshold, the minimum
difference between two stimuli noticed
50% of the time. Here, we see that
difference thresholds can play a role in
stimulus discrimination. The difference
between the conditioned stimulus and the
comparison stimuli must be greater than
the difference threshold.

stimulus discrimination The ability to
differentiate between a conditioned stimulus
and other stimuli sufficiently different from it.
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During his experiments with dogs,
Ivan Pavlov noticed them salivating before
food was even presented. Somehow the
dogs had learned to associate the lab
assistant’s approaching footsteps with
eating. This observation led to Pavlov’s
discovery of classical conditioning,
in which we learn to associate a neutral
stimulus with an unconditioned stimulus
that produces an automatic, natural
response. The crucial stage of this process
involves repeated pairings of
the two stimuli.

HAVE YOU BEEN CONDITIONED?
Before conditioning

Neutral stimulus

No response

Unconditioned
stimulus

Unconditioned
response
(stomach growls)

PAVLOV’S EXPERIMENT
Before conditioning
Dog salivates
automatically when
food is presented.

Unconditioned
stimulus
Jack Russell terrier, Thinkstock/Getty Images; Buzzer, Paul Fleet/Shutterstock; Dog bowl, Thinkstock/Getty Images.

Credits: McDonald’s logo, © Graham Oliver/Alamy; Historic photo of Pavlov’s dog experiment, Science Source; French fries in a red box, Andrey Armyagov/Shutterstock;

Learning Through Classical Conditioning

Buzzer means nothing
to dog, so there
is no response.

Neutral stimulus
(buzzer sound)

Unconditioned
response (salivates)

During conditioning

No response

Neutral
stimulus

Unconditioned
stimulus

During conditioning
In the process of conditioning,
buzzer is repeatedly sounded
right before dog receives
food. Over time, dog learns
that buzzer signals arrival
of food.

repeated
over time
Unconditioned response
(stomach growls)

Neutral stimulus
(buzzer sound)

+

Unconditioned
stimulus

=

Unconditioned
response (salivates)

Conditioned
stimulus

repeated over time

After conditioning
Dog has now learned to
associate buzzer with food
and will begin salivating
when buzzer sounds.

Conditioned stimulus
(buzzer sound)

After conditioning

Conditioned
response (salivates)

Conditioned response
(stomach growls)

Classical conditioning is an involuntary
form of learning that happens every day.
Does your stomach rumble when you see
the McDonald's “golden arches”? Just like
Pavlov's dogs, we learn through repeated
pairings to associate neutral stimuli (the
golden arches) with food (french fries).
Once this association is formed, the sight
of the golden arches can be enough to
get our stomachs rumbling.
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FIGURE 5.1

Higher Order Conditioning

CONDITIONING

NS

US

UR

CS

CS

CR

CS

CR

HIGHER ORDER CONDITIONING

Once an association has been made
through classical conditioning, the conditioned stimulus (CS) can be used to
learn new associations. When a conditioned stimulus (CS), such as a buzzer
that now triggers salivation, is repeatedly
paired with a neutral stimulus (NS), such
as a flashing light, the dog will learn to
salivate in response to the light—without
food ever being present! These multiple
layers of learning help us understand how
humans form associations between many
different stimuli. Jack Russell terrier and bowl:
Thinkstock/Getty Images. Light bulb: Denphumi/

CR

Shutterstock. Buzzer: Paul Fleet/Shutterstock.

NS

in the absence of the unconditioned stimulus (US), over and over, and the conditioned response (CR) decreases and eventually disappears in a process called
extinction. In general, if dogs are repeatedly exposed to a conditioned stimulus (for
example, a metronome or buzzer) without any tasty treats to follow, they produce
progressively less saliva in response to the stimulus and, eventually, none at all
(Watson, 1968).

SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY With extinction, the connection is not necessarily

gone forever. After conditioning a dog to associate the buzzer with meat, Pavlov
(1927/1960) stopped presenting the meat, and the association was extinguished (the
dog didn’t salivate in response to the buzzer). Two hours later, Pavlov reintroduced the
buzzer (earlier a conditioned stimulus) and the dog salivated. This reappearance of the
conditioned response (CR) following its extinction is called spontaneous recovery.
The dog had not “forgotten” the association when the pairing was extinguished.
Rather, the conditioned response (CR) was suppressed when the dog was not being
exposed to the unconditioned stimulus (US). Let’s return to your friend whose mouth
waters when he hears that twinkle alert. His conditioned response (salivation) might
be extinguished if several days go by and you don’t give him candy when your phone
makes the “twinkle” sound. However, spontaneous recovery may occur at some point
in the future, causing him to salivate in response to that twinkle once again (the
conditioned stimulus).

HIGHER ORDER CONDITIONING Is it possible to add another layer to the conditioning process? Absolutely, as we can create a link between a second neutral
stimulus (NS) and a previously acquired conditioned stimulus (CS). Suppose the
sound of the buzzer has become a conditioned stimulus (CS) for the dog. Now the
researcher adds a new neutral stimulus (NS), such as a light flashing, every time
the dog hears the buzzer. After pairing the buzzer and the light (without the meat
anywhere in sight or smell), the light becomes associated with the sound and the
dog begins to salivate in response to seeing the light alone. This is called higher
order conditioning (Figure 5.1). With repeated pairings of the 
conditioned
stimulus (buzzer) and a new neutral stimulus (the light), the second neutral

stimulus becomes a conditioned stimulus as well. When all is said and done, both
stimuli (the buzzer and the light) have gone from being neutral stimuli to conditioned stimuli, and either of them can elicit the conditioned response (salivation).

extinction In classical conditioning, the
process by which the conditioned response
decreases after repeated exposure to the
conditioned stimulus in the absence of the
unconditioned stimulus; in operant conditioning, the disappearance of a learned behavior
through the removal of its reinforcer.
spontaneous recovery The reappearance
of a conditioned response following its
extinction.
higher order conditioning

With repeated
pairings of a conditioned stimulus and a second
neutral stimulus, that second neutral stimulus
becomes a conditioned stimulus as well.
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Note that in higher order conditioning, the second neutral stimulus is paired with a
conditioned stimulus instead of being paired with the original unconditioned stimulus (Pavlov, 1927/1960). In our example, the light is associated with the buzzer,
not the food directly.

CONNECTIONS
In Chapter 1, we described the scientific
method and its dependence on objective
observation. This approach requires us to
observe and record free from personal
opinion or expectations. We are all prone
to biases, but the scientific method helps
minimize their effects. Pavlov was among
the first to insist that behavior must be
studied objectively.

➤

Why is Pavlov’s work important? He paved the way for a new generation of psychologists who considered behavior to be a topic of objective, scientific study. Like
many scientists who would follow, Pavlov focused on the objective recording of measurable behaviors, in this case counting the exact number of saliva drops produced by
the dogs. His work transformed our understanding of learning and our approach to
psychological research.
We launched the discussion of classical conditioning with the story of Gavin, the
ATF dog. Let’s apply the principles of classical conditioning to imagine how Gavin’s
unusual behaviors developed, and discover how Cesar helped this yellow Lab overcome his fear.

From IVAn PAVLoV to cesAr mILLAnAn explosion is an alarming

You Asked,
Cesar Answers

http://qrs.ly/la7829

Has there ever been a dog you
couldn’t help?

calm in the Water
According to Cesar, being in the water
brings out the instinctual side of most
dogs, connecting them with nature
and making them feel calm. To help
Gavin the ATF dog overcome his fear
of everyday noises (the conditioned
stimulus), Cesar paired the disturbing
sounds with activities that were
relaxing and pleasurable for Gavin.
MPH/Emery Sumner JV.

event. Think of the sound it emits as an unconditioned stimulus (US) that can elicit
a physiological fear response of shaking (the unconditioned response). Somewhere
along the line, Gavin likely heard another sound paired with explosions—perhaps
the faint popping sound of faraway artillery fire. (It doesn’t seem too farfetched that
one would hear artillery fire and explosions in the same general location.) After
repeated pairings of the popping of distant artillery fire (the neutral stimulus) and
the explosion sound (the unconditioned stimulus), Gavin came to associate these
two stimuli. The sound of distant artillery fire became a conditioned stimulus
(CS) that could elicit the conditioned response (CR) of shaking. Following this
acquisition phase, the sound of artillery fire evoked the same physiological response
(shaking) as an explosion.
So what does all this have to do with Gavin’s fear of beeping microwaves, cell
phones, and elevators? Again, we can only speculate because we weren’t there to
observe Gavin in Iraq. But supposing he was conditioned to fear the sound of
artillery fire, then it’s possible that this fear became generalized to other rhythmic,
mechanical sounds, such as beeping cell phones and elevators. Through stimulus
generalization, these sounds began to evoke a conditioned response (CR) of fearful
trembling as well.
Cesar brought Gavin to the Dog Psychology Center in Santa Clarita,
California, where he was well received by the dogs in Cesar’s pack. “As I’ve seen
hundreds of times, a pack of dogs can do more rehab in a few hours than I can
do alone in a few days,” Cesar writes in his book Cesar’s Rules (Millan & Peltier,
2010, p. 59). Spending time with Cesar and his pack helped Gavin relax, but
he still exhibited the fear response when he heard beeping elevators and other
sounds. How could this apparent classically conditioned response be extinguished?
One option would be to pair a new response with the unconditioned
stimulus (US) or the conditioned stimulus (CS). Cesar took this approach,
and it worked wonders. To help Gavin overcome his fear of everyday loud
noises (conditioned stimulus), Cesar combined those sounds with something
distracting. For example, he would create a loud noise just as he presented
Gavin with his favorite food (carrots). To reduce Gavin’s fear of truly frightening sounds like thunder, fireworks, and explosions (unconditioned stimulus),
Cesar placed him in a virtual reality environment. As Gavin walked on a
treadmill (an activity that appeared to relax him), Cesar exposed him to the
sounds he feared most (not all at once, but in small steps). Eventually, Gavin’s
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fear response diminished and he could visit a firing range without “shutting
down” and shaking (Millan & Peltier, 2010). In Chapter 14, we present
similar techniques used by therapists to help human clients struggling with
anxiety and fear.
We’ve learned how classical conditioning can cause a variety of reflexive
responses, including salivation (Pavlov’s dogs) and shaking (Gavin). Would you
believe that this form of learning can also make you feel nauseous?

Yuck: Conditioned Taste Aversion
how classical conditioning is
LO 5 Summarize
dependent on the biology of the organism.

Have you ever experienced food poisoning? After falling ill from something,
whether it was uncooked chicken or unrefrigerated mayonnaise, you probably
steered clear of that particular food for a while. This is an example of conditioned
taste aversion, a powerful form of classical conditioning that occurs when
an organism learns to associate a specific food or drink with illness. Often, it
only takes a single pairing between a food and a bad feeling—that is, one-trial
learning—for an organism to change its behavior. Imagine a grizzly bear that
avoids poisonous berries after vomiting from eating them. In this case, the unconditioned stimulus (US) is the poison in the berries; the unconditioned response
(UR) is the vomiting caused by the poison. After acquisition, the conditioned
stimulus (CS) would be the sight or smell of the berries, and the conditioned
response (CR) would be a nauseous feeling. The bear would likely steer clear of
the berries in the future.
Avoiding foods that induce sickness has adaptive value, meaning it helps
organisms survive, upping the odds they will reproduce and pass their genes along
to the next generation. According to the evolutionary perspective, humans and
other animals have a powerful drive to ensure that they and their offspring reach
reproductive age, so it’s critical to steer clear of tastes that have been associated with
illness.
How might conditioned taste aversion impact you? Suppose you eat a hot dog a
few hours before coming down with a stomach virus. The hot dog isn’t responsible
for your illness—and you may be aware of this—but the slightest taste of one can
make you feel sick, even after you have recovered. In fact, just thinking about a hot
dog might make you nauseous. Physical experiences like this can be so strong they
override our common sense.

try
this

➤ CONNECTIONS
In Chapter 1, we introduced the evolutionary
perspective, which suggests that behaviors
and traits are shaped by natural selection.
Here, this perspective helps clarify why
some types of learning are so powerful.
In the case of conditioned taste aversion,
species gain an evolutionary advantage
through quick and efficient learning about
poisonous foods.

Identify the neutral stimulus (NS), unconditioned stimulus (US), unconditioned
response (UR), conditioned stimulus (CS), and conditioned response (CR) in the
hot dog scenario.
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS IN APPENDIX C.

RATS WITH BELLYACHES American psychologist John Garcia (1917–2012)
and his colleagues demonstrated conditioned taste aversion in their well-known
research on laboratory rats (Garcia, Ervin, & Koelling, 1966). In one study,
Garcia and his colleagues provided the animals with flavored water followed
by injections of a drug that upset their stomachs. The animals rejected that

conditioned taste aversion A form of
classical conditioning that occurs when an
organism learns to associate the taste of a
particular food or drink with illness.
adaptive value

The degree to which a
trait or behavior helps an organism survive.
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flavored drink thereafter. This is clearly adaptive, because nausea often results
from ingesting food that is poisonous or spoiled. An animal is more likely to
survive and reproduce if it can recognize and shun the tastes of dangerous substances. Garcia’s research highlights the importance of biological preparedness,
the predisposition or inclination of animals (and people) to form certain kinds
of associations through classical conditioning. Conditioned taste aversion is a
powerful form of learning. Would you believe it can be harnessed to save the lives
of endangered species?

DIDN’T SEE THAT COMING
RESCUING ANIMALS WITH CLASSICAL CONDITIONING An animal is in trouble in Australia:
A large lizard called the “floodplain goanna” is threatened by a non-native
“cane toad” that is invading its tropical habitat. Cane toads may look delicious
(at least to the goannas), but they pack a lethal dose
ATTACK OF THE KILLER TOADS
of poison, killing the unlucky lizards that try to feast
on them. In areas of cane toad invasion, goanna populations have plummeted,
with death estimates exceeding 90% (Ujvari & Madsen, 2009; Ward-Fear, Pearson,
Brown, Rangers, & Shine, 2016).
CONNECTIONS
How could you use conditioned taste aversion to protect these lizards from
looming toad invasions? Remember that conditioned taste aversion occurs when
In Chapter 1, we introduced two types
of research. Basic research is focused
an organism rejects a food or drink after consuming it and becoming very sick.
on gathering knowledge for the sake of
To condition the goannas to avoid the toxic toads, you must teach them to associate
knowledge. Applied research focuses on
these amphibians with nausea. You could do this by feeding them baby cane toads.
changing behaviors and outcomes, often
Unlike their parents, these youngsters pack a “sublethal” dose of poison—enough
leading to real-world applications. Here,
to induce nausea, but not enough to cause death. After the unpleasant training with
we see how classical conditioning principles are applied to help save wildlife.
the baby toads, the goannas should avoid eating the more dangerous adult toads.
Researchers from the University of Sydney used this approach, and the results are
promising. Goannas subjected to conditioned taste aversion prior to a toad invasion
were less likely than their unconditioned comrades to eat the killer toads and die
Learning to the Rescue
(Ward-Fear et al., 2016).
Australia’s large lizard species, the
Similar approaches are being tried across the world. In Africa, ranchers often kill
floodplain goanna (held by University of
lions
for preying upon cattle (Platt, 2015, June 24). But researchers have shown that
Sydney researcher Dr. Georgia Ward-Fear)
the big cats can learn to avoid beef through conditioned taste aversion (Platt, 2011,
is threatened by the introduction of an
invasive species known as the cane toad
December 27). In California, researchers have worked to protect an endangered bird
(right). The goannas eat the toads, which
by feeding its predator bird eggs that contain vomit-inducing chemicals (Oskin,
carry a lethal dose of poison, but they
2013, May 17). As you see, lessons learned by psychologists working in a lab can have
can learn to avoid this toxic prey through
far-reaching applications.
conditioned taste aversion (Ward-Fear

➤

et al., 2016). Left: Courtesy Dr. David Pearson.
Right: Chris Mattison/FLPA/Science Source.
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Lessons from Little Albert
the Little Albert study and
LO 6 Describe
explain how fear can be learned.

So far, we have focused on the classical conditioning of physical responses—salivation,
shaking, and nausea. Now let’s look at how classical conditioning can influence emotions. A conditioned emotional response occurs when a neutral stimulus is paired
with an emotional reaction.
The classic case study of “Little Albert,” conducted by John B. Watson
(1878 –1958) and Rosalie Rayner (1898–1935), provides a famous illustration
of conditioned emotional response (Watson & Rayner, 1920). Little Albert was
around 9 months old when first tested by Watson and Rayner (Griggs, 2015d;
Powell, Digdon, Harris, & Smithson, 2014). Initially, he had no fear of rats; in
fact, he was rather intrigued by the white critters and sometimes reached out to
touch them. But all this changed when Albert was about 11 months old; that’s
when the researchers began banging a hammer against a steel bar whenever he
reached for the rat (Harris, 1979). Each time the researchers paired the loud noise
(an unconditioned stimulus) and the appearance of the rat (a neutral stimulus),
Albert responded in fear (the unconditioned response). After only seven pairings,
he began to fear rats and generalized this fear to other furry objects, including a
sealskin coat and a rabbit (Harris, 1979). The sight of the rat went from being a
neutral stimulus (NS) to a conditioned stimulus (CS), and Albert’s fear of the rat
was a conditioned response (CR).
Nobody knows exactly what happened to Little Albert after he participated in
Watson and Rayner’s research. Some psychologists believe Little Albert’s true identity
is still unknown (Powell, 2010; Reese, 2010). Others have proposed Little Albert was
Douglas Merritte, who had a neurological condition called hydrocephalus and died at
age 6 (Beck & Irons, 2011; Beck, Levinson, & Irons, 2009; Fridlund, Beck, Goldie,
& Irons, 2012). Still others suggest Little Albert was a healthy baby named William
Albert Barger, who lived until 2007 (Bartlett, 2014; Digdon, Powell, & Harris, 2014;
Powell et al., 2014). We may never know the true identity of Little Albert or the longterm effects of his conditioning through this unethical study. Watson and Rayner
(1920) discussed how they might have reduced Little Albert’s fear of rats (for example,
giving him candy while presenting the rat), but they were never able to provide him
with such treatment (Griggs, 2014a).
The Little Albert study would never happen today. Contemporary psychologists
conduct research according to stringent ethical guidelines, and instilling terror in a
baby would not be accepted or allowed at research institutions.

Bang! Baby Is Scared
“Little Albert” was a baby who
developed a fear of rats through
his participation in an ethically
questionable experiment conducted
by John B. Watson and Rosalie Rayner
(Watson & Rayner, 1920). Watson and
Rayner repeatedly showed the child
a rat while terrifying him with a loud
banging sound. Albert quickly learned
to associate the sight of the rat with
the scary noise, and his resulting fear
of rats is known as a conditioned
emotional response. The Drs. Nicholas
and Dorothy Cummings Center for the History of
Psychology, The University of Akron.

Do You Buy It?
Classical conditioning affects you in ways you may not realize. Think about how
you feel when you see one of your favorite actors or sports heroes appearing in an
advertisement. Cover Girl makeup looks pretty appealing on the face of Zendaya,
and who can resist Under Armor gear worn by Yankees slugger Aaron Judge? In
one study, researchers had some participants view images of sports events paired
with famous athletes, while others viewed the same events without celebrity endorsement. As you might expect, participants exposed to celebrity endorsement
developed more favorable attitudes toward the events (Chen, Lin, & Hsiao, 2012).
Through classical conditioning, the sports events had become associated with the
famous people.

biological preparedness The tendency
for animals to be predisposed or inclined to
form certain kinds of associations through
classical conditioning.
conditioned emotional response

An
emotional reaction acquired through classical conditioning; process by which an emotional reaction becomes associated with a
previously neutral stimulus.
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Does Sexy Sell?
Research suggests that advertisements
may instill attitudes toward brands
through classical conditioning (Chen,
Chang, Besherat, & Baack, 2013;
Grossman & Till, 1998), but how do
these attitudes affect sales? Now, that
is a question worth researching. Richard
Levine/Alamy.

Advertisements can instill emotions and attitudes toward product brands,
and these classically conditioned responses may linger as long as 3 weeks (Chen,
Chang, Besherat, & Baack, 2013; Grossman & Till, 1998). Have any of your
recent purchases been influenced by such ads? Do you think you are susceptible to
classical conditioning? We would venture to say that we all are (Table 5.2).
This does not mean that classical conditioning can force you to go out and spend
money on items you otherwise would not buy. If it did lead to changes in purchasing
behavior, the implications could be far-reaching. Imagine, for example, that consumers made decisions based on medical advice offered by celebrities, instead of health
professionals (Hoffman & Tan, 2013).
Remember that classical conditioning is a type of learning related to involuntary
behaviors: physiological reactions such as salivation and nausea, emotional responses
like fear, and attitudes like those we develop toward product brands. If classical conditioning is primarily concerned with involuntary behaviors, then how do we acquire
the countless behaviors within our control? Voluntary behaviors are often learned
through operant conditioning.

Table 5.2 Real-Life Examples of Classical Conditioning
Type

Neutral Stimulus (NS) and Unconditioned
Stimulus (US)

Expected Response

Advertising

Repeated pairing of products such as cars
(NS) with sexually provocative images (US)

Automatic response to sexual image is arousal (UR); pairing
leads to a similar response (CR) to the product (CS).

Fears

Pairing of a dog lunging (US) at you, and
the street where the dog lives (NS)

Automatic response to the dog lunging at you is
fear (UR); pairing leads to similar response of fear
(CR) to the street (CS) where the dog lives.

Fetishes

Repeated pairings of originally
nonsexual objects like shoes (NS)
and sexual activity (US)

Automatic response to sexual activity is sexual
arousal (UR); pairing leads to sexual arousal
(CR) in response to the objects (CS).

Romance

Repeated pairings of a cologne (NS)
with a passionate embrace (US)

Automatic response to the embrace is sexual
arousal (UR); pairing leads to sexual arousal
(CR) in response to the cologne (CS).

Pet
behavior

Repeated pairings of an electric can opener
sound (NS) and the serving of food (US)

Automatic response to food is the dog/cat’s
salivation (UR); pairing leads to salivation (CR) in
response to the sound of the can opener (CS).

Startle
reaction

Repeated pairings of the toilet flushing
(NS) with the sudden rise in water
temperature in the shower (US)

Automatic response to the sensation of scalding water is
jumping back (UR); pairing causes the person showering to jump
back (CR) in response to the sound of the toilet flushing (CS).

The implications of classical conditioning extend far beyond salivating dogs. Here are just a few examples illustrating its widespread relevance.

show what you know
1. The dogs in Pavlov’s early experiments began to salivate at the
sound of the lab assistant’s footsteps. Through the process of
to link certain sights
learning, the dogs were
and sounds with eating.
2. After eating a hamburger tainted with salmonella (which causes
food poisoning), you cannot smell or taste one without feeling
nauseous. Which of the following is the unconditioned stimulus?
a. salmonella
c. hamburgers
b. nausea
d. the hamburger vendor

3. Watson and Rayner used classical conditioning to instill fear
in Little Albert. Create a diagram of the neutral stimulus,
unconditioned stimulus, unconditioned response, conditioned
stimulus, and conditioned response in their experiment. In what
way does Little Albert show stimulus generalization?
, animals and people are predisposed
4. Because of
to form associations that increase their chances of survival.
Check your answers in Appendix C.
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Operant Conditioning
WE’VE GOT DOG PROBLEMS  Cesar spent much of his early life on his

grandfather’s cattle ranch in Ixpalino, a small town in Sinaloa, Mexico. He loved
being around the ranch animals, especially the dogs. They lived in a pack of about
5 to 7 members, slept outside, and hunted wild animals. Cesar’s family depended
on the dogs to herd cattle and guard the property, but also gave them plenty of
“free time” to splash around in the creek and play. The ranch dogs organized their
activities as a pack, as wolves do in nature, and their needs for daily exercise were
satisfied (Fine, 2013, February 7; Millan & Peltier, 2006).
When Cesar arrived in the United States, he encountered quite a different
type of dog. In America, dogs dined on gourmet biscuits, slept on memory foam
mattresses, and got their hair blown dry at doggie salons. Cesar began to realize
that many owners didn’t understand their dogs’ needs or know how to communicate with them. The dogs were suffering from an untold number of “issues,”
including anxiety, aggression, and hyperactivity (Millan & Peltier, 2006). In order
to “fix” the dogs’ misbehaviors, Cesar would have to teach their human owners a
few things. As Cesar often says, “I rehabilitate dogs, and I train people” (Millan,
2013, March 26, para. 3).
What methods does Cesar use? We can’t possibly cover the myriad approaches
he employs, but we can explore how operant conditioning impacts his work.

Consequences Matter
Whether pleasant or unpleasant, the consequences of a behavior influence future
actions. Think about the many effects of Cesar’s hard work. Helping people understand and connect with their dogs is a positive consequence: “When I show them
how the brain of a dog works, when I show them what makes a dog happy, when
I show them how dogs communicate, and how we can communicate with [dogs],”
Cesar explains, “then [I] see people understanding.” This is a rewarding experience
for Cesar, one that makes him more likely to continue his work. Imagine what
would happen if all of Cesar’s human clients ignored his advice and continued with
their bad habits. How do you think this consequence would influence Cesar’s future
behaviors—would he be more or less likely to continue his work rehabilitating dogs
and training people?

LO 7 Describe Thorndike’s law of effect.
THORNDIKE AND HIS CATS One of the first scientists to objectively study how conse-

quences affect behavior was American psychologist Edward Thorndike (1874 –1949).
Thorndike’s early research focused on chicks and other animals, which he sometimes
kept in his apartment (Hothersall, 2004). The research with chicks was only a starting
point, as Thorndike’s most famous studies involved cats. One of his experimental setups involved putting a cat in a latched cage called a “puzzle box” and planting enticing
pieces of fish outside the door. When first placed in the box, the cat would scratch and
paw around randomly, but after a while, just by chance, it would pop the latch, causing the door to release. The cat would then escape the cage to devour the fish (Figure
5.2 on the next page). The next time the cat was put in the box, it would repeat this
random activity, scratching and pawing with no particular direction. And again, just by
chance, the cat would pop the door latch and escape to eat the fish. Each time the cat
was returned to the box, the number of random activities decreased until eventually it
was able to break free almost immediately (Thorndike, 1898).
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FIgure 5.2
Puzzle Box

Early psychologist Edward Thorndike conducted his well-known cat experiments using
“puzzle boxes” like the one shown here. At the start of the experiment, Thorndike’s cats pawed
around haphazardly until they managed to unlatch the door and then eat the fish treats placed
outside. As the trials wore on, the felines learned to free themselves more quickly. After several
trials, the amount of time needed to escape the box dropped significantly (see the graph
above). Information from Thorndike (1898).

radical Behaviorist
American psychologist Burrhus Frederic
Skinner, or simply B. F. Skinner, is one
of the most influential psychologists
of all time. Skinner believed that
every thought, emotion, and behavior
(basically anything psychological) is
shaped by factors in the environment.
Using animal chambers known as “Skinner
boxes,” he conducted carefully controlled
experiments on animal behavior. Nina Leen/

The cat’s behavior, Thorndike reasoned, could be explained by the law of effect,
which says that a behavior (opening the latch) is more likely to happen again when
followed by a pleasurable outcome (delicious fish). Behaviors that lead to pleasurable
results will be repeated, while behaviors that don’t lead to pleasurable results (or are
followed by something unpleasant) will not be repeated. The law of effect applies
broadly, not just to cats. When was the last time your behavior changed as a result of
a pleasurable outcome?
Most contemporary psychologists would call the pieces of fish in Thorndike’s
experiments reinforcers, because these treats increased the likelihood that the
preceding behavior (escaping the cage) would occur again. Reinforcers are events
or stimuli that follow behaviors, and they increase the chances of those behaviors
being repeated. Examples of reinforcers that might impact human behavior include
praise, hugs, good grades, enjoyable food, and attention. Through the process of
reinforcement, target behaviors become more frequent. A dog given a treat for
sitting is more likely to obey the “sit” command in the future. An Instagram user
who is reinforced with a lot of “likes” is more inclined to continue posting photos
and videos.

The LIFE Picture Collection/Getty Images.

SKINNER AND BEHAVIORISM Reinforcers are a key component of operant

law of effect

Thorndike’s principle stating that behaviors are more likely to be
repeated when followed by pleasurable outcomes, and less likely to be repeated when
followed by unpleasant outcomes.

reinforcers Events, stimuli, and other consequences that increase the likelihood of a
behavior reoccurring.
reinforcement

Process of increasing the
frequency of behaviors with consequences.

operant conditioning Learning that occurs
when voluntary actions become associated
with their consequences.

conditioning, a type of learning whereby people or animals come to associate
their voluntary actions with consequences. B. F. Skinner coined the term operant
conditioning, and its meaning is fairly simple. The term operant “emphasizes the
fact that the behavior operates on the environment to generate consequences” and
in “operant conditioning we ‘strengthen’ an operant in the sense of making a
response more probable . . . or more frequent” (Skinner, 1953, p. 65). Some of the
earliest and most influential research on operant conditioning came from Skinner’s
lab. His research followed the principles of behaviorism, the scientific study of
observable behavior. Behaviorists believe that psychology can only be considered
a “true science” if it restricts itself to the study of behaviors that can be seen and
documented. And although mental processes such as memory and emotion may
not be observable, Skinner and other behaviorists have proposed that all behaviors,
thoughts, and emotions are shaped by factors in the external environment. In other
words, they are learned.
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reInForcIng BAd BeHAVIor Have you ever wondered why

some dogs are annoyingly hyper? You know, the ones who greet you
on their hind legs, jumping and pawing as they pant and slobber in
your face. Most dogs that act this way are not getting enough exercise
(Millan, 2013). But other factors, including misdirected reinforcement,
can contribute to the problem as well.
Consider the case of Takis Stathoulis and his three fluffy white
bichons frises, who appeared in the first season of Cesar 911. The
three little fluffballs, collectively known as “The Moos,” were
extremely loud and high-strung. Every time Takis walked into the
restaurant he owns (Frisco’s in Long Beach, California), the Moos
would accost customers and bark in their faces. Takis did nothing to
stop them; actually, he reinforced their behaviors by smiling, patting
them, and emanating the same type of boisterous energy (Furtado,
2014). “Dog lovers, they have a tendency to reinforce excited behavior,” explains Cesar, “and that’s where it gets tricky.” Here, we see how
reinforcement can perpetuate undesirable behaviors.

trouble with the moos
Cesar works with the three bichons frises owned by
Takis Stathoulis and his wife Joanne. The dogs were
notorious for their obnoxious barking and hyperactivity.
Takis unwittingly reinforced their bad behaviors with
his approving body language and verbal feedback
(Furtado, 2014).

Types of Reinforcement
Like most people who have achieved a high level of success and fame, Cesar
has accumulated a fair number of critics. They question his “antiquated view of
dominance hierarchies,” suggesting that his discipline-before-affection approach
is misguided (Derr, 2016, March 9, para. 2), and contend that his self-taught
approach “ignores 80 years of research in animal behavior” (Breeden, n.d., para
35). Some claim he is too physical with the animals, forcing them into submission
with vibrating collars and foot taps to the area above the hind leg (Grossman,
2012, June 9; Hanna, 2012, October 27). Cesar has defended himself by saying
he reserves these techniques for “red zone” dogs—those that pose a threat to
other animals and/or people and therefore may be at risk for being euthanized.
“My mission has always been to save dogs—especially troubled and abandoned
dogs,” he said in an interview with the Daily Mail. “I’ve dedicated my life to this”
(Barber, 2012, October 27, para. 4).
We are not interested in taking sides here, but it is surprising how little attention
Cesar receives for using nonforceful approaches. Watch Cesar closely, and you’ll see that
he employs quite a bit of positive reinforcement.

You Asked,
Cesar Answers

http://qrs.ly/la7829

Can some of your techniques be
used on humans?

LO 8 Explain how positive and negative reinforcement differ.
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT Earlier, we explained that a reinforcer is a consequence

that increases the likelihood of a behavior being repeated. Any stimulus, pleasant
or unpleasant, is considered a reinforcer if it eventually increases the behavior that
immediately precedes it. In the process of positive reinforcement, reinforcers are
presented (added) following the target behavior, and they are generally pleasant
(InfographIc 5.2 on page 180). The fish treats that Thorndike’s cats received for
escaping the puzzle box were positive reinforcers. They were pleasurable; they were
added following the desired behavior; and they increased the frequency of that desired
behavior.
What reinforcers does Cesar employ in dog rehabilitation? Sometimes it’s not as obvious as a dog biscuit or bone. Before giving reinforcement, Cesar explains, you have to help
your dog feel calm and happy, and that requires exercise and mental stimulation. Once the
dog reaches that relaxed state, you can reinforce it with affection. For some dogs, playtime

positive reinforcement

The process by
which reinforcers are added or presented
following a target behavior, increasing the
likelihood of it occurring again.
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Reinforced Through Social Media
Healthy living apps such as MyFitnessPal
and PumpUp enable users to share
their exercise accomplishments and get
feedback from friends and family members.
Can the reinforcing power of social media
be harnessed to promote exercise and
other health-related behaviors, such as HIV
testing and responsible use of prescription
drugs? Studies have yielded promising
results, but further research is needed
(Centola, 2010; Maher et al., 2014; Smith,
2016; July 13). Courtesy Jack Stone.

synonyms
negative reinforcement omission training

negative reinforcement

The removal of
an unpleasant stimulus following a target
behavior, which increases the likelihood of it
occurring again.

is a powerful positive reinforcer. Remember Gavin, the ATF agent with the classically
conditioned response to certain noises? After Gavin completed his sessions in the virtual
reality environment, Cesar would reward him with “a vigorous play period,” which often
meant a dip in the pool (Millan & Peltier, 2010, p. 63).
Dogs offer positive reinforcement to humans as well; you just have to be perceptive
enough to notice. Consider this example from Cesar: “Your dog wants to go outside and
pee. He sits by the door. You open the door. The dog walks out, but as he passes by you,
he looks up at you for a moment and makes eye contact. He just rewarded you” (Millan
& Peltier, 2010, p. 121). Why is eye contact reinforcing? When you gaze into your dog’s
eyes, both you and the dog experience a release of the hormone oxytocin, which plays a key
role in social bonding. Oxytocin increases “social reward” and enhances attachment between infants and their mothers, and between sexual partners. Eye contact is just one way
dogs and humans have established mutually reinforcing relationships during the course of
evolution (MacLean & Hare, 2015; Nagasawa et al., 2015).
But take note: Not all positive reinforcers are pleasant. In this case, “positive”
means that something has been added. For example, if a child is starved for attention,
then any kind of attention (including a reprimand) might act as a positive reinforcer.
Every time the child misbehaves, she gets reprimanded, and reprimanding is a form
of attention, which the child craves. The addition of this seemingly unpleasant stimulus increases the likelihood of the misbehavior occurring again. Thus, it serves as a
positive reinforcer.

NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT We have now learned that behaviors can be increased
or strengthened by the addition of a stimulus (positive reinforcement). We can also
increase a behavior through negative reinforcement, or removing something unpleasant immediately following a behavior. Skinner demonstrated how negative reinforcement could be used to influence the behavior of rats. He placed them in special
cages with floors that delivered a continuous mild electric current—except when they
pushed on a lever. At the start of the experiment, the animals would scamper around
the floors to escape the electric current, but every once in a while, they would accidentally hit the lever and turn it off. Eventually, they learned to associate pushing the
lever with the removal of the unpleasant stimulus (a mild shock). After several trials,
the rats would push the lever immediately, reducing the amount of time they were
exposed to the current.
Think about some examples of negative reinforcement in your own life. Have
you ever started driving before putting on your seat belt? If so, you likely heard an
annoying beeping sound. In order to stop the beeping (an unpleasant stimulus), you
buckle up (the desired behavior). Automakers have cleverly used negative reinforcement to increase seat belt use. We are more inclined to buckle up right away (an
increase in the desired behavior) because we have learned that it stops the beeping.
Another example is giving in to a dog that constantly begs for treats. The begging
(an unpleasant stimulus) stops the moment the dog is given a treat, a pattern that
increases your treat-giving behavior. Meanwhile, the dog’s begging behavior is being
strengthened through positive reinforcement; the dog has learned that the more it
begs, the more treats it receives.
Notice that with negative reinforcement, the desired behaviors increase in order
to remove an unwanted stimulus. Let’s say a dog is barking on and off all day—an
undesirable sound for most owners and any neighbors within earshot. If the dog is a
high-energy Australian shepherd whose biggest need is exercise, then the owner would
be wise to take her dog for a spin around the park. In doing so, she performs a desired
behavior herself (walking for exercise). The removal of the annoying stimulus (dog barking) increases a desirable behavior in the owner (exercising). Thus, the owner’s exercise
is negatively reinforced by the removal of the dog’s barking. Keep in mind that the goal
of positive and negative reinforcement is to increase a desired behavior.
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Put Your Heads Together
Imagine you have an elderly relative who is hard-of-hearing, but won’t admit it. Team up with
classmates and A) design a positive reinforcement system to encourage him to use hearing
aids, and B) explain how you could use negative reinforcement to increase this behavior.

LO 9 Distinguish between primary and secondary reinforcers.
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY REINFORCERS There are two major categories of
reinforcers: primary and secondary. The food Thorndike used to reward his cats is
considered a primary reinforcer, because it satisfies a biological need. Food, water,
and physical contact are considered primary reinforcers (for both animals and people)
because they meet essential requirements. Secondary reinforcers do not satisfy
biological needs, but often derive their power from their connection with primary reinforcers. Although money is not a primary reinforcer, we know from experience that
it gives us access to primary reinforcers, such as food and a safe place to live. Thus,
money is a secondary reinforcer. Good grades might also be considered secondary
reinforcers, because doing well in school leads to job opportunities, which provide
money to pay for food and other necessities.
You might think that animals would always favor primary reinforcers over
secondary reinforcers, but this is not necessarily true. In one small study, researchers
found evidence that many dogs prefer praise and affection (secondary reinforcers)
over food rewards (primary reinforcers). “For most dogs, social reinforcement is at
least as effective as food—and probably healthier too” (Cook, Prichard, Spivak, &
Berns, 2016, p. 1860).

Shaping and Successive Approximations
LO 10

Explain shaping and the method
of successive approximations.

Using reinforcers and building on the work of Thorndike and Watson, Skinner
demonstrated, among other things, that rats can learn to push levers and pigeons
can learn to bowl (Peterson, 2004). Animals cannot immediately perform such
complex tasks, but they can learn through successive approximations, the use
of reinforcers to change behaviors through small steps toward a desired behavior
(see Infographic 5.2). In the photo on page 176, you can see that Skinner placed
animals in chambers, or Skinner boxes, which could be outfitted with food
dispensers the animals could activate (by pecking a target or pushing on a lever, for
instance) and recording equipment to monitor these behaviors. Such boxes allowed
Skinner to conduct carefully controlled experiments, measuring activity with
precision and advancing the scientific and systematic study of behavior.
Some of Skinner’s most incredible results occurred through shaping, a process
in which a person observes the behaviors of another organism (an animal, for example) and provides reinforcers if the organism performs at a required level (Peterson,
2000). Through shaping by successive approximations, Skinner taught a rat to “play
basketball” (dropping a marble through a hole) and pigeons to “bowl” (nudging a ball
down a miniature alley).
Let’s nail down this concept using the bowling pigeons example. Skinner’s first task
was to break the bowling lessons into activities the birds could accomplish. Next, he
began delivering reinforcers (usually food) for behaviors that came closer and closer to
achieving the desired goal—bowling a strike! Choosing the right increments for the behaviors was crucial. If his expectations started too high, the pigeons would never receive

“trophy culture?”
In decades past, trophies and medals
were only awarded to top teams and
players. These days, everyone is a winner,
as children often receive these rewards
for simply participating. Some people
claim that “participation trophies” fail to
prepare kids for today’s competitive world
and send the wrong message: “Losing is
okay” (Berdan, 2016, October 6; Flaherty,
2017, May 27). Others value the idea
of reinforcing children for their effort,
regardless of how skilled or successful
they may be (Powers, 2015, August 28).
Rana Faure/Getty Images.

synonyms
secondary reinforcers conditioned
reinforcers
Skinner boxes operant chambers

primary reinforcer A reinforcer that satisfies a biological need; innate reinforcer.
secondary reinforcer

Reinforcers that do
not satisfy biological needs but often gain
power through their association with primary reinforcers.

successive approximations A method
that uses reinforcers to condition a series
of small steps that gradually approach the
target behavior.
shaping Process by which a person
observes the behaviors of another organism, providing reinforcers if the organism
performs at a required level.
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Learning Through Operant Conditioning
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REINFORCEMENT

Not every child is born loving the
healthy foods his parent offers.
But shaping can help a child learn
to eat his vegetables. Over a period
of time, reinforcement is given for
behaviors that are closer and closer
to this goal. Can you think of anything
that would be a reward for eating
vegetables? Praise or the excitement
of a contest may work in this way.
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Child refuses
to eat vegetables.

Now only the next step toward “tennis” is rewarded.

peck
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Reinforced
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Ball-pushing behavior increases.
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the ball

REINFORCEMENT
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the ball
REINFORCEMENT
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the ball
REINFORCEMENT

3

GOOD
JOB!
Now, reinforced
for touching
vegetables

After behavior has
been shaped through
reinforcement,
the pigeon has learned
to play tennis.

4

After behavior
has been
shaped through
reinforcement,
the child has
learned to eat
his vegetables.

Getty Images; Pigeons © Zoonar GmbH/Alamy. Tuft of grass, robert_s/Shutterstock; Bird silhouettes, Zoonar GmbH/Alamy; Branch, graphixmania/Shutterstock.

Pigeon is rewarded with seeds for pecking the ball.

HAVE YOU BEEN TRAINED?

Ping pong, Africa Studio/Shutterstock; Greek salad, Shutterstock; Boy with salad, istock/Thinkstock; Two pigeons play a version of ping pong, Yale Joel/Time & Life Pictures/

SKINNER’S EXPERIMENT: TRAIN A PIGEON TO PLAY TENNIS

Credits: Collection of four raw grains (broomcorn millet, wheat, rye, and sunflower seeds), Le Do/Shutterstock; Gray dove on a white background, photomaster/Shutterstock;

Operant conditioning is a type of learning in which we associate our voluntary actions with
the consequences of those actions. For example, a pigeon naturally pecks things. But if every
time the pigeon pecks a ball, it is given a reinforcer, the pigeon will soon learn to peck the ball
more frequently.
B. F. Skinner showed that operant conditioning could do more than elicit simple,
isolated actions. He taught pigeons to “bowl” and play “tennis” with the help of shaping; that
is, he observed their behaviors and provided reinforcers when they performed at a required
level. Today, shaping is used routinely by parents, teachers, coaches, and employers to train all
kinds of complex behaviors.
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any reinforcers. If his expectations were too low, the pigeons would get reinforcers for
everything they did. Either way, they would be unable to make the critical connection
between the desired behavior and the reward. Every time the animals did something
that brought them a step closer to completing the desired behavior, they would get a
reinforcer. The first reward might be given for simply looking at the ball; the second,
for bending down and touching it; and the third, for nudging the ball with their beaks.
By the end of the experiment, the pigeons were driving balls down miniature alleys,
knocking down pins with a swipe of the beak (Peterson, 2004).
It is amazing that pigeons can learn to bowl with reinforcement! Is there
anything operant conditioning can’t accomplish?

THINK CrITICaLLy
CHICKENS CAN’T PLAY BASEBALL Rats can be conditioned to press levers; pigeons can

be trained to bowl; and—believe it or not—chickens can learn to dance and play
the piano (Breland & Breland, 1951). Keller Breland
(1915–1965) and Marian Breland (1920–2001), a pair BASEBALL? NO. PIANO? YES.
of Skinner’s students, managed to train 6,000 animals
not only to boogie but also to vacuum, dine at a table, and play sports and musical
instruments (Breland & Breland, 1961). But as hard as they tried, the Brelands could
not coax a chicken to play baseball.
Here’s what happened: The Brelands placed a chicken in a cage next to a scaled
down “baseball field,” where it had access to a loop attached to a baseball bat. With
a forceful yank of the loop, the chicken might swing the bat hard enough to send
the ball into the outfield, causing a food reward to be delivered at the other end of
the cage. Off the bird would go, running toward its meal dispenser like a baseball
player sprinting to first base—or so the routine was supposed to go. But as soon as
the Brelands took away the cage, the chicken behaved nothing like a baseball player;
instead, it madly chased and pecked at the ball (Breland & Breland, 1961).
How did the Brelands explain the chicken’s behavior? They believed that the
birds were demonstrating instinctive drift, the tendency for instinct to undermine
conditioned behaviors. A chicken’s pecking, for example, is an instinctive food-getting
behavior. Although it’s useful for opening seeds and killing insects (Breland & Breland,
1961), pecking won’t help the bird get to first base. Animal behavior can be shaped
by forces in the environment (nurture), but instinct (nature) may interfere with the
process.

Continuous or Partial?
Now that we have a basic understanding of what reinforcement can—and cannot—
accomplish, let’s explore the various ways it can be delivered.

musical Bunny
Keller and Marian Breland observe
one of their animal performers at the
IQ Zoo in Hot Springs, Arkansas, circa
1960. Using the operant conditioning
concepts they learned from B. F.
Skinner, the Brelands trained ducks
to play guitars, raccoons to shoot
basketballs, and chickens to tell
fortunes. But their animal “students”
did not always cooperate; sometimes
their instincts interfered with the
conditioning process (Bihm, Gillaspy,
Lammers, & Huffman, 2010). The Central
Arkansas Library System/Courtesy of Bob Bailey.

continuous reinforcement
LO 11 Describe
and partial reinforcement.

CONTINUOUS REINFORCEMENT When it comes to teaching new behaviors to dogs,

people, and other organisms, most psychologists would agree that positive reinforcement is extremely effective. Let’s say you are teaching a puppy to “sit.” You begin
the process by giving her a treat every time she obeys the “sit” command. Rewarding
the pup in this manner is called continuous reinforcement, because the reinforcer
is presented every time the desired behavior occurs. Continuous reinforcement can
be used in a variety of settings: a child getting praise every time he does the dishes; a
salesperson receiving a bonus every time she makes a sale. You get the commonality:
reinforcement every time the behavior occurs.

instinctive drift

The tendency for animals
to revert to instinctual behaviors after a
behavior pattern has been learned.

continuous reinforcement

A schedule of
reinforcement in which every target behavior is reinforced.
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synonyms
partial reinforcement intermittent
reinforcement

“Uber” Reinforcemnt
Why do so many Uber drivers
work painfully long shifts? Partial
reinforcement may be driving their
behavior. With fares constantly
fluctuating, drivers can never be
certain when they are going to meet
their earnings goals. Eventually, they
will reach a certain target; it’s just not
clear when (Shahani, 2017, June 9).
QUIQUE GARCIA/Getty Images.

PARTIAL REINFORCEMENT Continuous reinforcement is ideal for establishing new behaviors during the acquisition phase, but delivering reinforcers intermittently generally
works better for maintaining behaviors. We call this approach partial reinforcement.
As often occurs in scientific research, Skinner stumbled on this idea by chance.
Late one Friday afternoon, Skinner realized he was running low on the food pellets he
used as reinforcers for his laboratory animals. If he continued rewarding the a nimals
on a continuous basis, the pellets would run out before the end of the weekend. So,
he decided only to reinforce some of the desired behaviors (Skinner, 1956, 1976).
The new strategy worked like a charm. The animals kept performing the desired
behaviors, even though they weren’t given reinforcers every time.
Earlier we offered examples of continuous reinforcement, but we could also
apply partial reinforcement in these scenarios: A dog receives a treat every other time
it sits on command; a child is praised for doing the dishes only once in a while; and
a salesperson gets a bonus for every third sale. The reinforcer is not given every time
the behavior is observed, only on some occasions.
The amazing thing about partial reinforcement is that it happens to all of us, in
an infinite number of settings, and we might never know how many times we have
been partially reinforced for any particular behavior. Common to all these partial
reinforcement situations is that the target behavior is exhibited, but the reinforcer is
not supplied each time it occurs.
PARTIAL REINFORCEMENT EFFECT Behaviors acquired or maintained through
partial, rather than continuous, reinforcement are often resistant to extinction.
Psychologists call this phenomenon the partial reinforcement effect. When Skinner’s
pigeons learned to peck at a target through partial reinforcement, they would r epeat
this behavior up to 10,000 times without receiving any food (Skinner, 1953). According to Skinner, “Nothing of this sort is ever obtained after continuous reinforcement”
(p. 99). The same seems to be true with humans. In one study from the mid1950s, researchers observed college students playing slot machines. Some of the slot
machines provided continuous reinforcement, delivering pretend coins every time
students pulled their levers. Other slot machines provided partial reinforcement, dispensing coins only some of the time. After the students played eight rounds, all the
machines stopped giving coins. Without any coins to reinforce them, the students
stopped pulling the levers—but not at the same time. Those who had received coins
with every lever pull gave up more quickly than did those rewarded intermittently.
In other words, lever-pulling behavior took longer to extinguish when established
through partial reinforcement (Lewis & Duncan, 1956).

Timing Is Everything: Reinforcement Schedules
the schedules of reinforcement
LO 12 Name
and give examples of each.
partial reinforcement

A schedule of reinforcement in which target behaviors are
reinforced intermittently, not continuously.

partial reinforcement effect The tendency
for behaviors acquired through intermittent
reinforcement to be more resistant to extinction than those acquired through continuous
reinforcement.
fixed-ratio schedule A schedule in which
the subject must exhibit a predetermined
number of desired behaviors before a reinforcer is given.

Skinner identified various ways to administer partial reinforcement, or partial
reinforcement schedules. Skinner used four schedules of partial reinforcement: fixed-ratio,
variable-ratio, fixed-interval, and variable-interval (Infographic 5.3 on page 184).

FIXED-RATIO SCHEDULE If reinforcement is delivered in a fixed-ratio schedule, the

subject must exhibit a preset number of desired responses or behaviors before a reinforcer is given. A pigeon in a Skinner box, for example, must peck a spot five times
in order to score a delicious pellet. Generally, the fixed-ratio schedule produces a high
response rate, but with a characteristic dip immediately following the reinforcement.
(The pigeons rest briefly after being reinforced.) Some instructors use the fixed-ratio
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schedule to reinforce attendance. For example, treats are provided when all students
show up on time for three classes in a row.

VARIABLE-RATIO SCHEDULE In a variable-ratio schedule, the subject must exhibit a
specific number of desired responses or behaviors before a reinforcer is given, but the
number changes across trials (fluctuating around a precalculated average). If the goal is
to train a pigeon to peck a spot on a target, a variable-ratio schedule could be used as
follows: Trial 1, the pigeon gets a pellet after pecking the spot twice; Trial 2, the pigeon
gets a pellet after pecking the spot once; Trial 3, the pigeon gets a pellet after pecking the
spot three times; and so on. Here’s another example: To encourage on-time attendance,
an instructor provides treats after several classes in a row, but students don’t know if it
will be on the third class, the second class, or the fifth class. This variable-ratio schedule
tends to produce a high response rate. And because of its unpredictability, this schedule
tends to establish behaviors that are difficult to extinguish.
FIXED-INTERVAL SCHEDULE Sometimes it’s important to focus on the interval of

time between reinforcers, rather than the number of desired responses. In a fixedinterval schedule, a reinforcer is given for the first target behavior occurring after
a specific time interval. If a pigeon is on a fixed-interval schedule of 30 seconds, it
can peck away at the target once the interval starts, but it will only get a reinforcer
following its first response after the 30 seconds have ended. With this schedule, the
target behavior tends to increase as each time interval comes to an end. The pigeon
pecks the spot more often when the time nears 30 seconds. Do you want to increase
your focus while studying? Reinforce yourself with a treat after each hour you work
without digital distractions.

VARIABLE-INTERVAL SCHEDULE In a variable-interval schedule, the reinforcer

comes after an unpredictable period of time has passed. Training a pigeon to peck a
target on this schedule might look something like this: Trial 1, the pigeon gets a pellet
after 41 seconds; Trial 2, the pigeon gets a pellet after 43 seconds; Trial 3, the pigeon
gets a pellet after 40 seconds; and so on. As with the fixed-interval schedule, the
pigeon is rewarded for the first response it makes after the time interval has passed
(but in this case, the length varies from trial to trial). The variable-interval schedule
tends to encourage steady patterns of behavior. Want to increase your study group’s
focus? Reinforce them with a treat following 45 minutes of steady work, and then
maybe another treat after 30 minutes. Keep them guessing!

Put Your Heads Together
Imagine you are teaching math to seventh-grade students. In your groups, A) explain how
you would use each of the four reinforcement schedules to increase the time students
study for quizzes; B) describe how each schedule might affect student behavior; and
C) predict the problems that could arise with each schedule.

So far, we have learned about increasing behaviors through reinforcement, but
sometimes we need to decrease behaviors. Let’s turn our attention to techniques used
for this purpose.

In the Doghouse: Punishment
In contrast to reinforcement, which makes a behavior more likely to recur, the
goal of punishment is to decrease or stop a behavior. Punishment works by
instilling an association between a behavior and some unwanted consequence

variable-ratio schedule A schedule in
which the number of desired behaviors
that must occur before a reinforcer is given
changes across trials and is based on an average number of behaviors to be reinforced.
fixed-interval schedule A schedule in
which the reinforcer comes after a preestablished interval of time; the behavior is only
reinforced after the given interval is over.
variable-interval schedule

A schedule in
which a behavior is reinforced after an interval of time, but the length of the interval
changes from trial to trial.

punishment The application of a consequence that decreases the likelihood of a
behavior recurring.
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Learning

Schedules of Reinforcement
Continuous reinforcement is ideal for establishing new behaviors. But once learned,
a behavior is best maintained through partial reinforcement. Partial reinforcement can
be delivered according to four schedules: fixed-ratio, variable-ratio, fixed-interval
and variable-interval.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
Fixed-Ratio
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reinforcement
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number of desired
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unpredictable, that is,
the number of desired
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occur before a reinforcer
is given changes across
trials and is based on
an average number
of responses to be
reinforced.
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reinforcement at 40 second intervals (as long as there is at least one peck during the interval)
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Credits: Pigeon in clock, nilovsergey/Shutterstock; Clock,

The reinforcer comes
after a preestablished
interval of time; the
target response is only
reinforced after the given
time period is over.

ENT
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peck
peck

Reinforcement follows
the first target response
after the time interval has
elapsed. The length of
the time interval changes
from trial to trial.

reinforcement at variable intervals (as long as there is at least one peck during the interval)

test yourself

Which schedule of reinforcement matches each of the following examples?
Choose from fixed-ratio, variable-ratio, fixed-interval, and variable-interval.

1. Checking the clock more frequently as the time for your favorite

3. Finding it difficult to walk away from the slot machine because you

2. You listen intently to your favorite radio show because they will

4. You consistently submit your chapter summaries to your instructor

television show approaches is an example of

.

randomly select times throughout the day for listeners to call in to win
free tickets to a concert. This is an example of
.

think the next pull will be a winner is an example of

.

because you can earn 5 points for every 4 summaries submitted.
This is an example of
.

Answers 1. fixed-interval, 2. variable-interval, 3. variable-ratio, 4. fixed-ratio
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(for example, between stealing and jail, or misbehaving and loss of screen time).
Punishment isn’t always effective, as people are sometimes willing to accept
unpleasant consequences to get something they really want.

WHAT KIND OF PUNISHMENT? There are two major categories of punishment:

positive and negative (InfographIc 5.4). With positive punishment, something
aversive or disagreeable is applied following a certain behavior. For example,
getting a traffic ticket for rolling through a stop sign is a positive punishment.
The unpleasant experience of getting a citation tends to decrease your behavior
of running the stop sign.
Negative punishment also aims to reduce behaviors, but it involves taking away
something pleasant or valuable. People who drive drunk run the risk of negative
punishment, as their driver’s license may be taken away. Show up late for class, and
you may suffer the negative punishment of missing that day’s lecture altogether, as
many instructors lock the door at the beginning of class. Their goal is to decrease the
unwanted behavior of arriving late.
Think about the last time you tried using punishment to reduce unwanted
behavior. Perhaps you scolded your cat for jumping on the counter, or ignored
a friend when she let you down. If you are a parent or caregiver of a young child, you
may have tried to reign in misbehavior with various types of punishment—taking
away toys, screen time, or dessert, or perhaps giving a time out. Some parents use a
controversial form of positive punishment known as spanking.

WHAT SCIENCE REALLY SAYS ABOUT
SPANKING

From the
pages of

Does this punishment cause behavioral problems, or are troubled kids
more likely to be spanked?
To spank or not to spank? This age-old parenting question elicits fierce debate
among parents, psychologists and pediatricians. Surveys suggest that nearly half of
U.S. parents have spanked their children as a disciplinary tactic, but many experts
argue that this form of punishment—hitting a child on the bottom with an open
hand—increases the risk that kids will develop emotional and behavioral problems.
Other scientists counter that research on the issue is fraught with problems, making
it impossible to draw definitive conclusions. A new meta-analysis speaks to several
of the most contentious points in the debate and concludes that spanking does pose
risks, but differences of opinion persist.
In the meta-analysis, researchers Elizabeth Gershoff and Andrew Grogan-Kaylor
of the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan, respectively,
evaluated 75 published studies on the relation between spanking by parents and
various behavioral, emotional, cognitive and physical outcomes among their kids. They
found that spanking was associated with 13 out of a total of 17 negative outcomes
they assessed, including increased aggression, behavioral and mental health problems,
and reduced cognitive ability and self-esteem.
This was not simply an attempt to synthesize studies—Gershoff and GroganKaylor also wanted to address two concerns often raised about the body of research
linking spanking to childhood problems. The first is that much of it has evaluated
the effects of physical punishment in general, without homing in on the effects of
spanking specifically—and because physical punishment can include tactics such
as hitting with objects, pinching and biting, this “lumping problem” may ultimately
exaggerate spanking’s risks. The second concern is that many published studies are
“cross sectional,” which means that they evaluate the effects of spanking by collecting
data at a single point in time, making determinations of cause and effect difficult.

positive punishment The addition of
something unpleasant following an
unwanted behavior, with the intention of
decreasing that behavior.
negative punishment

The removal of
something desirable following an unwanted
behavior, with the intention of decreasing
that behavior.
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time-out
Sending a child to a corner for a
“time-out” is an example of negative
punishment because it involves
removing something (the privilege to
play) in order to decrease a behavior.
Some experts advise against time-outs,
saying that it makes children feel
rejected, angry, and ashamed at a
time when they really need help
finding constructive ways to deal with
a problem (Coulson, 2016, October
20; Lamia, 2016, June 25). Other
psychologists contend that a blanket
ban of time-outs is not the best
approach for defiant toddlers, who
can benefit from both reasoning and
occasional time-outs or time-out
forewarnings (Larzelere, 2016,
October 31). RonTech2000/Getty Images.

A cross-sectional study might, for instance, find that aggressive
10-year-olds were more likely than docile 10-year-olds to have been
spanked as toddlers, but that does not mean that spanking made
them aggressive. They may have been spanked because they were
acting out back then, too.
To confront these issues, Gershoff and Grogan-Kaylor did
several things. First, they limited their meta-analysis to studies
that evaluated the effects of spanking, slapping and hitting
children without the use of objects and found that spanking is
still associated with negative outcomes. They also compared the
results from cross-sectional studies with results from longitudinal
studies, which track the kids’ behavior over time and are better
able to tease out cause and effect. Gershoff and Grogan-Kaylor
found that spanking is associated with negative outcomes in both
types of studies, which strengthens the argument that spanking
poses risks.
Yet some researchers remain skeptical. Studies suggest, for
instance, that the effects of spanking can differ depending on the circumstances. Two
studies have found no associations between spanking and mental health problems
among kids who were spanked less than once or twice a month; other research has
shown that spanking has much less of a negative effect on preschool kids than on
infants and adolescents. So the conclusion from the meta-analysis that spanking itself
is dangerous might be overly simplistic. “I think it’s irresponsible to make exclusive
statements one way or another,” says Christopher Ferguson, a psychologist at Stetson
University in Florida.
And then there is the chicken-or-egg question: Are kids spanked because they act
out, or do they act out because they are spanked—or both? Ferguson tried to control
for the effects of preexisting child behavior in a 2013 meta-analysis he published of
the longitudinal studies on this issue; when he did, the relation between spanking and
mental health problems was much smaller than it had appeared without these controls
in place. As a further demonstration of the importance of careful statistical controls,
Robert Larzelere, a psychologist at Oklahoma State University, and his colleagues
reported in a 2010 study that grounding and also psychotherapy are linked just as
strongly to bad behavior as spanking is but that all the associations disappear once
controls are used.
Still, a number of individual studies have found associations between spanking and
negative outcomes, even after controlling for preexisting behaviors. Thus, Gershoff says
that in spite of the lingering controversy, the safest approach parents can take is not
to spank their kids. “Studies continue to find that spanking predicts negative behavior
changes—there are no studies showing that kids improve,” she says. In other words, not
a shred of data suggests spanking actually helps kids become better adjusted—and with
the large body of work suggesting it might do harm, why take the chance? Melinda Wenner
Moyer. Reproduced with permission. Copyright © 2016 Scientific American, a division of Nature
America, Inc. All rights reserved.

■

Put Your Heads Together
There are now 52 countries that ban spanking and other forms of corporal (physical)
punishment of children (Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment of Children, n.d.).
In your groups, A) discuss whether the United States should follow suit, and B) provide
evidence to support your position.
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INFOGRAPHIC 5.4

Learning: Punishment and Reinforcement
YES!

It’s Nascar! You have to drive faster
than anyone else to win.
We will apply a reinforcer to
increase the behavior.

Thinkstock; Falling money, istockphoto/Thinkstock; Vector design set of racing flags, freesoulproduction/Shutterstock.

and different numbers, © Thomaspajot/Dreamstime.com; Red flashing light on a white background, © Fotovika/Dreamstime.com; Trophy, Stockbyte/

Green Traffic Light, Thinkstock; Red Traffic Light, Thinkstock; Wrench, Thinkstock; Green highway sign isolated, Thinkstock; Speed limit road sign with post

Credits: Red and green sports cars, lenka/Fotolia LLC; Police officer writing a ticket, © Lisa F. Young - Fotolia.com; Flags, freesoulproduction/Shutterstock;

Behavior: Driving Fast
Do you want to increase this behavior?

Negative
Reinforcement
You don’t like working in
the family auto-body shop.
Your family says you
can work fewer hours
if you win the next race.
Taking away
unwanted work
increases the
speeding behavior.

test yourself

Positive
Reinforcement
You win a trophy
and a cash prize for
going fast at the race.
Adding desirable
rewards increases
your speeding
behavior.

NO!

We’re not at the racetrack! Speeding
is dangerous and against the law.
We will apply a punishment to
decrease the behavior.

Negative
Punishment
The police officer
confiscates your license.
Taking away something
desirable decreases
your speeding behavior.

Positive
Punishment
The police officer
gives you a citation.
Adding something
undesirable
decreases your
speeding behavior.

Which process matches each of the following examples?
Choose from positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, positive punishment, and negative punishment.

1. Carlos’ parents grounded him the last time he stayed out past his

4. Gabriel's assistant had a bad habit of showing up late for work,

2. Jinhee spent an entire week helping an elderly neighbor clean out her

5. During food drives, the basketball team offers to wash your car for free

curfew, so tonight he came home right on time.

basement after a flood. The local newspaper caught wind of the story
and ran it as an inspiring front-page headline. Jinhee enjoyed the
attention and decided to organize a neighborhood work group.

3. The trash stinks, so Sheri takes it out.

so Gabriel docked his pay.

if you donate six items or more to the local homeless shelter.

6. Claire received a stern lecture for texting in class. She doesn’t want to

hear that again, so now she turns off her phone when she enters the
classroom.

Answers 1. negative punishment, 2. positive reinforcement, 3. negative reinforcement, 4. negative punishment, 5. positive reinforcement, 6. positive punishment
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LO 13 Explain how punishment differs from reinforcement.
PUNISHMENT VERSUS REINFORCEMENT Punishment and reinforcement are two
concepts that students often find difficult to distinguish (Table 5.3; also see
Infographic 5.4). Remember that punishment (positive or negative) is designed to
decrease the behavior that it follows, whereas reinforcement (positive or negative)
aims to increase the behavior. If all the positives and negatives are confusing you,
just think in terms of math: Positive always means adding something, and negative
means taking it away. Punishment can be positive, which means the addition of
something viewed as unpleasant (“Because you made a mess of your room, you
have to clean the toilets!”), or negative, which involves the removal of something
viewed as pleasant or valuable (“Because you made a mess of your room, no ice
cream for you!”).

Career CoNNeCTIoNs
REINFORCEMENT IS GOLDEN Reinforcement is one of the most effective ways to

change behaviors, but many people fail to take full advantage of its power. Would
you believe that 37% of business managers report that they never offer positive
reinforcement? Yet this type of input is key to maintaining good
EFFECTIVE MANAGERS USE work relationships. Managers who offer positive reinforcement
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT are actually perceived as more effective than those who offer mere
criticism (Zenger & Folkman, 2017, May 2). What’s more, workers
tend to be more engaged when supervisors emphasize their strengths rather than
homing in on their weaknesses (Fessler, 2017, June 22; Harter, & Adkinds, 2015,
April 8).

Put Your Heads Together
In your current or past jobs, you have probably offered feedback to colleagues or received
it from your boss. In your groups, A) discuss some scenarios in which you were compelled
to give constructive feedback to a colleague who was struggling to learn a new skill, or
B) describe a situation when you were the recipient of such input. Was the feedback well
received? Was it effective? Which type of feedback was most effective? Why?

tABLe 5.3

reInForcement Versus PunIsHment

term

defined

goal

example

Positive reinforcement

Addition of a pleasant stimulus
following a target behavior

Increase desired
behavior

Students who complete an online course
15 days before the end of semester
receive 10 points of extra credit.

Negative
reinforcement

Removal of an unpleasant stimulus
following a target behavior

Increase desired
behavior

Students with perfect attendance do
not have to take weekly quizzes.

Positive punishment

Addition of something unpleasant
following an unwanted behavior

Decrease undesired
behavior

Students who are late to class more than
two times have to write an extra paper.

Negative punishment

Removal of something pleasant
following an unwanted behavior

Decrease undesired
behavior

Students late to class on exam
day are not allowed to use their
notes when taking the exam.

The positive and negative forms of reinforcement and punishment are easy to confuse. Here are some concrete definitions, goals, and
examples to help you sort them out.
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Let’s Compare
Operant and classical conditioning share many common principles (Table 5.4). For
example, both types of learning involve forming associations: In classical conditioning, the learner links different stimuli; in operant conditioning, the learner connects
behavior to consequences (reinforcement and punishment). Another commonality
is the acquisition phase. Just as Pavlov’s dogs acquired their conditioned response
through a series of pairings, Thorndike’s cats learned to escape the puzzle boxes over
multiple trials. In both cases, acquisition occurred gradually.
As with classical conditioning, behaviors acquired through operant conditioning are subject to extinction and spontaneous recovery—that is, they may fade in
the absence of reinforcers and then reappear after a rest period. A rat in a Skinner
box eventually gives up pushing on a lever if it stops receiving reinforcers. But that
same lever-pushing behavior can make a sudden comeback through spontaneous
recovery. After a rest period, the rat returns to his box and reverts to his old leverpushing ways.
Stimulus generalization and discrimination also occur in operant conditioning. If a
rat is conditioned to push a particular type of lever, it may push a variety of other lever
types similar in shape, size, and color (stimulus generalization). But that same rat may not
push a button; it can differentiate between a button and a lever (stimulus discrimination).
For another example of stimulus discrimination, we look to a study on turtles. Using
positive reinforcers (morsels of meat), researchers showed that these animals can learn to
discriminate among black, white, and gray paddles (Leighty et al., 2013).

Table 5.4 Conditioning Basics
Concept

Classical Conditioning

Operant Conditioning

The association

Links different stimuli, often through repeated
pairings

Links behaviors with consequences, often
through repeated pairings

Response

Involuntary behavior

Voluntary behavior

Acquisition

The initial learning phase

The initial learning phase

Extinction

The disappearance of a conditioned response after
repeated exposure to the conditioned stimulus
in the absence of the unconditioned stimulus

The disappearance of a learned behavior
through the removal of its reinforcer

Spontaneous
recovery

The reappearance of the conditioned
response following its extinction

The reappearance of a behavior
following its extinction

These fundamental learning concepts apply to both classical and operant conditioning.

Let’s Contrast
Students sometimes have trouble differentiating classical and operant conditioning
(Figure 5.3 on the next page). Let’s examine their key differences. In classical conditioning, learned behaviors are involuntary, or reflexive. Gavin the ATF agent could
not directly control his shaking any more than Pavlov’s dogs could decide when to
salivate. Operant conditioning, on the other hand, concerns voluntary behavior.
Cesar had power over his decision to work with problem dogs, just as Skinner’s
pigeons had control over their beaks. In short, classical conditioning is an involuntary
form of learning, whereas operant conditioning requires active effort.
Another important distinction is the way behaviors are strengthened. In classical
conditioning, behaviors become more established with repeated pairings of stimuli.
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CLASSICAL
CONDITIONING

Involuntary
(learner’s response
is reflexive)

Learn to link

Through
repeated pairing
of stimuli

The more Pavlov’s dogs were exposed to the pairing of food
and the buzzer sound, the greater the chances they would
salivate in response to the buzzer alone. With operant conditioning, behaviors are also strengthened by repeated pairings,
Voluntary
(learner controls
but the connection is between a behavior and its conseresponse)
quences. Reinforcers strengthen the behavior; punishment
weakens it. The more benefits (reinforcers) Cesar accrues by
working with people and dogs, the greater the likelihood he
Learn to link
behavior with
will continue cultivating his career.
consequence
Often, classical conditioning and operant conditioning
occur simultaneously. A baby learns that he gets fed when
Through
he cries; getting formula or breast milk reinforces the crying
repeated pairing
of behavior and
behavior (operant conditioning). At the same time, the baby
consequence
learns to associate formula or breast milk with the appearance
of the bottle or breast; the moment he sees either, he begins
salivating in anticipation of being fed (classical conditioning).
Classical and operant conditioning are not the only ways we learn. Here is a question to get you thinking about the next type of learning we will cover: How do you
know how to peel a banana, trim your fingernails, and throw a Frisbee? Somebody
must have shown you.
OPERANT
CONDITIONING

Nature of
Behavior

Association

Strengthening
Behavior

FIgure 5.3

differences Between classical and operant
conditioning

show what you know
1. Thorndike proposed the
, which states that
behaviors are more likely to be repeated when they are followed
by pleasurable outcomes.
2. Students given prizes for passing math tests improve their math
scores, but they also begin studying harder for spelling tests as a
result of this reinforcement. Their increased studying of spelling
is an example of:
a. classical conditioning.
c. an unconditioned stimulus.
b. an unconditioned response. d. stimulus generalization.
3. When a student disrupts class, the teacher writes her name on
the board. For the rest of the week, the student does not act

up. The teacher used
disruptive behaviors.
a. positive punishment
b. negative punishment

to decrease the child’s
c. positive reinforcement
d. negative reinforcement

4. Think about a behavior you would like to change (either
yours or someone else’s). Devise a schedule of reinforcement
using positive and negative reinforcement to change that
behavior. Also contemplate how you might use successive
approximations. What primary and secondary reinforcers
would you use?
5. How do continuous and partial reinforcement differ?
CheCk your answers in appendix C.

on the ranch
Left to right: Cesar’s mother,
grandmother, sister, cousin,
grandfather, and Cesar on the family
farm in Ixpalino. Many of the behaviors
Cesar learned in childhood came from
observing role models on the family
farm. His mother, for example, always
worked hard and never complained
about not having enough food or
money. Courtesy Cesar’s Way Inc.

Observational Learning and Cognition
cesAr’s roLe modeLs Growing up in Mexico, Cesar loved watching

reruns of the dog shows Lassie and The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin from the 1950s
and 60s. The dogs in these shows performed incredible physical and intellectual
feats—behaviors young Cesar imagined were typical of all American dogs. Once in
the United States, Cesar began searching for someone who could teach him the art
of American dog training. “You have to look for somebody with wisdom,” he says.
“That’s what kept me going.”
But Cesar would eventually discover that his most important teachers
were back in Mexico, and he had already learned from them. His grandfather
Teodoro had taught him what it means to be pack leader, and how to interact
effectively with dogs. He didn’t talk much, but he demonstrated behaviors that
Cesar could observe and imitate. “Never work against Mother Nature,” Teodoro
would say, or “You have to be calm.” Then, after stating these tenets, Teodoro
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would execute them, and the dogs would trot after him
and perform desired behaviors.
The ranch dogs also served as role models for young
Cesar. “From the time I was very little, I found joy in dogs
simply by observing them” (Millan & Peltier, 2006, p. 25).
Cesar spent hours studying how the dogs interacted, and
adopted some of these behaviors himself. If you watch Cesar
meet a dog for the first time, you’ll see he demonstrates “no
talk, no touch, no eye contact” (Millan & Peltier, 2006,
p. 46). This is exactly how dogs greet one another with
respect.
Cesar’s grandfather and the ranch dogs served as models,
demonstrating behaviors that could be observed and imitated. We call this process observational learning, as it
results from watching the behavior of others. According to Bandura (1986), observational learning is more likely to occur when learners: (1) pay attention to the
model; (2) remember what they observed (Bahrick, Gogate, & Ruiz, 2002); (3) are
capable of performing the observed behavior; and (4) are motivated to demonstrate
the behavior.
What specific skills have you developed through observational learning? If you
have ever used a “how to” video on YouTube (for example, “how to unclog a drain”
or “how to make a man bun”), you were probably watching and imitating a model.
Or, perhaps someone has shown you how to change a flat tire, prepare an omelet,
or perform CPR. All these skills can be acquired with the help of observational
learning. What about table manners—remember how you learned those?

Learning from the Pack
Cesar works with members of his
pack at the Dog Psychology Center
in Santa Clarita, California. His dogs
are excellent role models for troubled
dogs that come to the Center for
rehabilitation. As he explains, “Dogs
are great at copying behavior—that’s
one of the many ways in which they
learn from one another when they are
pups” (Millan & Peltier, 2010, p. 15).
Courtesy Cesar’s Way Inc.

synonyms
observational learning social learning

aCross THe WorLd
Travelers, be advised: Eating etiquette can greatly differ from
one culture to the next. Something as simple as eating with your left hand, which
is commonplace in the United States, is considered unsanitary in
LOOK BEFORE
India and the Middle East (Boscamp, 2013, July 11). In Afghanistan
YOU EAT
and Korea, people sit down on the floor to eat a meal (Leontovich,
2016), but this is rarely done in France or Italy. Mexicans often eat with their
hands, while Chileans use utensils for almost everything, including french fries!
Burping, generally viewed as ill-mannered in the United States, is interpreted as a
sign of contentment in China (Boscamp, 2013, July 11). When you are traveling,
use observational learning to pick up on the table manners of the country you are
visiting.
MIND YOUR MANNERS

Monkey See, Monkey Do
what Bandura’s classic Bobo
LO 14 Summarize
doll study teaches us about learning.

Just as observational learning can lead to positive outcomes (Cesar adopting the ways
of his grandfather, or children learning manners), it can also breed undesirable behaviors. The classic Bobo doll experiment by American psychologist Albert Bandura and
his colleagues reveals just how fast children can adopt aggressive ways they see modeled
by adults, as well as exhibit their own novel aggressive responses (Bandura, Ross, &
Ross, 1961). In one of Bandura’s studies, 76 preschool children were placed in a room
one at a time with an adult. Some of the children were paired with an adult who acted

not “okay” everywhere
If you grew up in the United States, you
probably picked up the “okay” hand
gesture by watching and imitating others
(observational learning). If you grew up
in Brazil, you likely learned not to use this
gesture because it is considered rude and
obscene. Tetra Images/Getty Images.

model The individual or character whose
behavior is being imitated.
observational learning Learning that
occurs as a result of watching the behavior
of others.
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The Bobo Assault
Preschool children in Albert Bandura’s
famous Bobo doll experiment performed
shocking displays of aggression after
seeing such behaviors modeled by
adults. The children were more likely
to copy models who were rewarded
for their aggressive behavior and less
likely to mimic those who were punished
(Bandura, 1986). Dr. Albert Bandura.

aggressively toward a 5-foot-tall inflatable Bobo doll—punching it in the nose, hitting
its head with a mallet, kicking it around the room, and yelling phrases such as “Sock
him in the nose” and “Pow!” The other children in the study were paired with an adult
who played with toys peacefully (Bandura et al., 1961).
At the end of the experiment, all the children were given an opportunity to play
with a Bobo doll themselves. Those who had observed adults attacking and shouting
were much more likely to do the same. Boys were more likely than girls to mimic
physical aggression, especially if they had observed it modeled by men. And boys and
girls were about equally likely to imitate verbal aggression (Bandura et al., 1961).

You Asked,
Cesar Answers

http://qrs.ly/la7829

What kind of dogs did you have
growing up?

try
this

Identify the independent variable and dependent variable in the experiment by
Bandura and colleagues. What might you change if you were to replicate this
experiment?
Check your answers in Appendix C.

VIOLENCE IN THE MEDIA Psychologists have followed up on Bandura’s research

with studies investigating how children are influenced by violence they see on television, the Internet, and in movies and video games. One study conducted in New
Zealand followed over 1,000 children from as early as birth until they were around
26 years old. The results were alarming: The more television the children watched,
the more likely they were to exhibit antisocial behaviors as young adults. Interestingly,
this association was not dependent on program content (Robertson, McAnally, &
Hancox, 2013). Another study of over 5,000 fifth graders found strong associations
between physical aggression and exposure to violent music, video games, and TV.
The researchers concluded that media violence was just as strongly linked to physical
aggression as other well-known factors, such as neighborhood and domestic violence
(Coker et al., 2015, January/February).
However, an association between violent media content and aggressive behavior
is not necessarily evidence for a cause-and-effect relationship. There are other factors that could influence both television viewing and aggression (Gentile, Reimer,
Nathanson, Walsh, & Eisenmann, 2014; Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron,
2003). For example, if a parent is emotionally neglectful and places a child in front of
the television all day, the child may eventually imitate some of the aggression she sees
on TV. At the same time, the child may resent the parent for ignoring her, and this
resentment could lead to aggression. But how do you know which of these factors—
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television exposure or parenting approach—is more important in the development
of aggressive tendencies? This is an active area of psychological research, but experts
agree that exposure to media violence is one of the factors that may lead to aggression in children (American Psychological Association, 2013c; Beresin, 2015; Coyne,
2016). The American Academy of Pediatrics sums it up nicely: “Extensive research
evidence indicates that media violence can contribute to aggressive behavior, desensitization to violence, nightmares, and fear of being harmed” (American Academy of
Pediatrics, 2009, p. 1495).
How can parents and caregivers deal with this problem? One approach is to limit
the amount of time children spend with electronic media. The American Academy
of Pediatrics recommends minimal screen time for children under the age of 2, a
maximum of 1 hour per day for preschoolers, and parental supervision for all age
groups (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2016a & b). Unfortunately, children and
their parents have not followed these guidelines. The average American child spends
7 hours per day watching TV, and using tablets, cell phones, and other electronic
media (American Academy of Pediatrics, n.d.). Instead of focusing on total screen
time, some researchers suggest we direct our attention toward media content, and
try to reduce exposure to violence and increase exposure to prosocial behaviors
(Christakis et al., 2013; McCarthy, 2013). And don’t underestimate the benefits of
sending children outdoors to play, which improves their sleep, health, and social
well-being (Alexander, Frohlich, & Fusco, 2014; Xu, Wen, Hardy, & Rissel, 2016).
Some types of screen time can be beneficial for families, however. Video-chatting
enables people to stay in close contact with family and friends who live thousands of
miles away. For young children participating in these chats, the American Academy
of Pediatrics (2016a) recommends parental participation and supervision.
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sunny days
The prosocial behaviors demonstrated
by Sesame Street friends such as
Elmo and Big Bird (and sometimes
even Oscar the Grouch!) appear to
have a meaningful impact on child
viewers. In fact, Sesame Street is the
only show specifically mentioned in
the American Academy of Pediatrics
(2016a) policy statement on Media
and Young Minds: “Well-designed
television programs, such as Sesame
Street, can improve cognitive, literacy,
and social outcomes for children 3 to
5 years of age” (p. 2). Hulton Archive/
Getty Images.

LEARNING TO BE NICE Prosocial behaviors are actions that are kind, generous,

and beneficial to others. Children can easily pick up these positive behaviors
by observing models, and TV shows like Sesame Street may be effective in this
regard (Cole, Labin, & del Rocio Galarza, 2008). In one study, researchers had
parents change the television shows their preschoolers were viewing, substituting
“aggression-laden programming” with “high quality prosocial and educational
programming” (Christakis et al., 2013, p. 431). When assessed 6 and 12 months
after the intervention, the children who had switched to prosocial/educational
programming showed more behavioral improvement than those in the control
group. This effect was more pronounced for boys from low-income households
(Christakis et al., 2013). Perhaps the prosocial messages of shows like Dora the
Explorer and Super Why had made a difference.

Put Your Heads Together
A camp director wants to teach campers to come quickly when the dinner bell rings. Team
up and discuss A) how she could use operant conditioning and observational learning to
accomplish this, B) why classical conditioning may not be an appropriate technique here, and
C) what kind of classically conditioned behavior campers might acquire without even realizing it.

Latent Learning
Earlier, we pointed out that Cesar focuses on rehabilitating dogs and training people.
When did his unique philosophy take form? When Cesar began working at a dogtraining facility in Los Angeles, he awed the other workers with his ability to placate
out-of-control dogs. His approach was simple: If he noticed a dog was afraid or on edge,

Whistling Ape
Bonnie the orangutan seems to have
learned whistling by copying workers
at the Smithsonian National Zoological
Park in Washington, D.C. Her musical
skill is the result of observational
learning (Stone, 2009; Wich et al.,
2009). Jennifer Zoon/Courtesy of Smithsonian’s
National Zoological Park.

prosocial behaviors

Actions that are kind,
generous, and beneficial to others.
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he would quietly open the door, avoid eye contact, turn his back, and allow the dog to
come to him. “Unconsciously, I was beginning to apply the dog psychology I had learned
from my years observing dogs on my grandfather’s farm,” Cesar writes. “I was interacting
with the dogs the way they interacted with one another” (Millan & Peltier, 2006, p. 47).
Could this be an example of latent learning?
latent learning and explain how
LO 15 Describe
cognition is involved in learning.

you Won’t Believe this story
When Rachel Kauffman first
encountered this white German
shepherd at a Tennessee animal shelter,
he was gaunt and withdrawn. Rachel
took the dog home, named him “Hank,”
and became his temporary foster
mother. After 6 days with Rachel, Hank
was placed in an official foster home
11 miles away, but it seems he had no
intention of staying. Hank broke out
of the house and appeared at Rachel’s
doorstep 2 days later. He hasn’t left
since (Fawal, 2015, November 23). How
did Hank find his way back to Rachel?
Just like rats and humans, dogs have
the ability to form cognitive maps,
which help them navigate from place
to place (Bensky, Gosling, & Sinn,
2013). Mark Weber/The Commercial Appeal via
ZUMA Wire.

Latent learning occurs without awareness and regardless of reinforcement, and is not
evident until there is a need to use it. You experience latent learning all the time. For
example, any time you explore a new park, neighborhood, or shopping mall, you are
unconsciously gathering data from your senses—sights, sounds, smells, touch, and
perhaps even taste if you stop for a bite to eat.

RATS THAT KNOW WHERE TO GO American psychologist Edward Tolman and his col-

league C. H. Honzik demonstrated latent learning in rats in their classic 1930 maze
experiment (Figure 5.4). The researchers took three groups of rats and let them run free
in mazes for several days. One group received food for reaching the goal boxes in their
mazes; a second group received no reinforcement; and a third group received nothing until
the 11th day of the experiment, when they, too, received food after finding the goal box.
As you might expect, rats getting the treats from the onset solved the mazes more quickly
as the days wore on. Meanwhile, their unrewarded compatriots wandered through the
twists and turns. But on Day 11 when the researchers started to give treats to the third
group of rats, their behavior changed markedly. After just one round of treats, the rats
were scurrying through the mazes and scooping up the food as if they had been rewarded
throughout the experiment (Tolman & Honzik, 1930). They had apparently been learning, even when there was no reinforcement for doing so—or in simpler terms, learning
just for the sake of learning.

A MAP THAT CANNOT BE SEEN Like Tolman’s rats, we remember locations, objects,

and details of our surroundings without realizing it, and bring this information
together in a mental layout (Lynch, 1960). The representations we form through
latent learning are called cognitive maps. People vary in their ability to form these

FIgure 5.4
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Latent Learning
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In a classic experiment, groups of rats
learned how to navigate a maze at remarkably different rates. Rats in a group receiving reinforcement from Day 1 (the green
line on the graph) initially had the lowest
rate of errors and were able to work their
way through the maze more quickly than
the other groups. But when another group
began to receive reinforcement for the first
time on Day 11, their error rate dropped
immediately. This shows that the rats were
learning the basic structure of the maze
even when they weren’t being reinforced.
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Information from Tolman (1948).
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cognitive maps, as some are better than others at remembering details of the physical environment (Weisberg & Newcombe, 2016).
Studies on latent learning and cognitive maps focus on the cognitive processes underlying behavior, and their findings suggest that learning can occur in the absence of
reinforcement. This emphasis on cognition conflicts with the strict form of behaviorism
endorsed by Skinner and some other 20th-century psychologists. Many other studies
have challenged the behaviorist notion that all behaviors and mental processes are determined by forces in the environment. For example, German psychologist Wolfgang
Köhler (1887–1967) found evidence that chimpanzees are capable of thinking through
a problem before taking action. Köhler designed an experiment in which chimps were
presented with out-of-reach bananas, and showed that the animals were able to plan
a variety of banana-fetching strategies, including stacking crates for climbing (1925).
Here, the chimps displayed insight, a sudden coming together of awareness of a situation, leading to the solution of a problem (Chapter 7). Like latent learning, insight can
occur in the absence of reinforcement.
Today, most psychologists agree that both observable, measurable behaviors and
internal cognitive processes such as insight are necessary and complementary elements
of learning. Environmental factors have a powerful influence on behavior, as Pavlov,
Skinner, and others discovered, but every action can be traced to activity in the brain.
Understanding how cognitive processes translate to behaviors remains one of the great
challenges facing psychologists.
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discovering the Brain’s “gPs”
John O’Keefe (left), May-Britt Moser,
and Edvard Moser won the 2014 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine for
discovering the “place cells” and “grid
cells” in the brain that allow us to form
cognitive maps of our surroundings
(Vogel, 2014, October 6). AP Photo/TT News
Agency, Anders Wiklund.

The time has come to wrap up this chapter on learning, but first, let’s take one more
opportunity to learn something from Cesar Millan. Imagine you could sit down and talk
with Cesar. What advice might he offer about lifelong learning and career goals?

THINK PosITIVe
Each of us plays a unique and important role
in society, or the “human pack,” as Cesar might describe it. “Once you find your place
in the pack,” says Cesar, “you serve a big purpose.” Some
FIND YOUR PASSION AND
of us are leaders, others are not, but every pack member
NEVER STOP LEARNING
has equal value.
What would Cesar say to those of us still struggling to find our place in the world? It
may sound like a platitude, but find your passion, figure out what makes you happy, and
pursue a path that allows you to nurture it. “Once you find your passion, you don’t think
you’re working,” Cesar says. Indeed, research suggests that people who are satisfied at work
often feel more satisfied in their personal lives (Allen & McCarthy, 2016). If you ever find
yourself lost, focus your energy on learning. “I think [that] listening is more powerful than
anything else,” Cesar explains. “When you’re lost, when you’re sad, you have to ask
questions.” In other words, seeking answers and learning should be continuous, lifelong
activities.

YOU ARE A VALUABLE MEMBER OF THE PACK

28 years Later
Cesar enjoys the company of his righthand dog Junior. It has now been almost
three decades since this celebrated dog
expert illegally crossed the border into the
United States. And although he became
a U.S. citizen in 2009, Cesar really views
himself as a citizen of the world. “I belong
to a worldwide community of people who
love dogs,” he writes. “This is my pack”
(Millan, 2013, p. 12). Vincent Sandoval/WireImage/
Getty Images.

show what you know
1. You want to learn how to play basketball, so you watch videos
of Steph Curry demonstrating skills and executing plays. If
your game improves as a result, this would be considered an
example of:
a. observational learning.
c. prosocial behavior.
b. association.
d. your cognitive map.
2. Bandura’s Bobo doll study shows us that observational learning
results in a wide variety of learned behaviors. Describe several
types of behaviors you have learned by observing others.

3. Although Skinner believed that reinforcement is the cause
of learning, there is robust evidence that reinforcement is not
always necessary. This comes from experiments studying:
a. positive reinforcement.
c. latent learning.
b. negative reinforcement.
d. stimulus generalization.

CheCk your answers in appendix C.
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Learning

YOUR SCIENTIFIC WORLD is a new application-based feature appearing in every chapter. In these online

activities, you will take on role-playing scenarios that encourage you to think critically and apply your
knowledge of psychological science to solve a real-world problem. For example: How does an ordinary dog
learn to be a therapy animal? In this activity, you will explore how the principles of classical and operant
conditioning can be used to train therapy dogs. You can access Your Scientific World activities in LaunchPad. Have fun!

summary oF CoNCePTs
LO 1

Define learning. (p. 163)

Learning is a relatively enduring change in behavior or
thinking that results from experiences. Organisms as simple as
fruit flies and as complex as humans have the ability to learn.
Learning is about creating associations. Sometimes we associate
two different stimuli (classical conditioning). Other times we
make connections between our behaviors and their consequences (operant conditioning). We can also learn by watching
and imitating others (observational learning), creating a link
between our behavior and the behavior of others.
LO 2

Explain what Pavlov’s studies teach us
about classical conditioning. (p. 165)

The dogs in Pavlov’s studies learned to link food to various
stimuli, such as flashing lights and buzzer sounds, that normally have nothing to do with food or salivation. Once such
a link was formed, the dogs would salivate in response to
the stimulus alone, even with no food present. An originally
neutral stimulus (a buzzer sound, for example) triggered an
involuntary response (salivation). We call this type of learning
classical conditioning.
LO 3

Identify the differences between the
US, UR, CS, and CR. (p. 166)

In classical conditioning, a neutral stimulus (NS) is something
in the environment that does not normally cause a relevant
automatic response. This neutral stimulus (NS) is repeatedly
paired with an unconditioned stimulus (US) that triggers an
unconditioned response (UR). During this process of acquisition, the neutral stimulus (NS) becomes a conditioned stimulus
(CS) that elicits a conditioned response (CR). In Pavlov’s experiment with dogs, the neutral stimulus (NS) might have been
the sound of a buzzer; the unconditioned stimulus (US) was
the meat; and the unconditioned response (UR) was the dog’s
salivation. After repeated pairings with the meat, the buzzer
(originally a neutral stimulus) became a conditioned stimulus
(CS), eliciting the conditioned response (CR) of salivation, a
learned behavior.

LO 4

Recognize and give examples of stimulus
generalization and stimulus discrimination. (p. 167)

Once conditioning has occurred, and the conditioned
stimulus (CS) elicits the conditioned response (CR), the
learner may respond to similar stimuli as if they were the
original CS. This is called stimulus generalization. For example, someone who has been bitten by a small dog and
reacts with fear to all dogs, big and small, demonstrates
stimulus generalization. Stimulus discrimination is the ability to differentiate between a particular conditioned stimulus (CS) and other stimuli sufficiently different from it.
Someone who was bitten by a small dog may be afraid of
small dogs, but not large dogs, thus demonstrating stimulus
discrimination.
LO 5

Summarize how classical conditioning is dependent
on the biology of the organism. (p. 171)

Animals and people show biological preparedness, meaning
they are predisposed to learn associations that have adaptive
value. For example, a conditioned taste aversion is a form of
classical conditioning that occurs when an organism learns to
associate the taste of a particular food or drink with illness.
Avoiding foods that induce sickness increases the odds the
organism will survive and reproduce, passing its genes along to
the next generation.
LO 6

Describe the Little Albert study and explain
how fear can be learned. (p. 173)

The case study of Little Albert illustrates conditioned emotional response (fear in Little Albert’s case) acquired via
classical conditioning. When Little Albert heard a loud bang
(an unconditioned stimulus), he responded in fear (an unconditioned response). Through conditioning, the sight of a
rat became paired with the loud noise and went from being
a neutral stimulus to a conditioned stimulus (CS). Little
Albert’s fear of the rat was a conditioned response (CR).
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LO 7

Describe Thorndike’s law of effect. (p. 175)

Thorndike’s law of effect states that a behavior is more
likely to reoccur when followed by a pleasurable outcome. For
the cats in Thorndike’s puzzle boxes, the behavior was breaking
free and the pleasurable outcome was a piece of fish waiting
outside the door. Over time, the cats escaped faster and faster,
until eventually they were breaking free almost immediately.
The pieces of fish in Thorndike’s experiments served as reinforcers, because they increased the frequency of the preceding
behavior (escaping the box). Reinforcers are a key component
of operant conditioning, a type of learning wherein people or
animals come to associate their voluntary actions with consequences.
LO 8

Explain how positive and negative
reinforcement differ. (p. 177)

Positive reinforcement occurs when target behaviors are followed by rewards and other reinforcers. The addition of reinforcers (typically pleasant stimuli) increases the likelihood of
the behavior recurring. Behaviors can also increase in response
to negative reinforcement, or the removal of something unpleasant immediately following the behavior. Both positive and
negative reinforcement increase desired behaviors.
LO 9

Distinguish between primary and
secondary reinforcers. (p. 179)

Primary reinforcers satisfy biological needs. Food, water, and
physical contact are considered primary reinforcers. Secondary
reinforcers do not satisfy biological needs, but often derive their
power from their connection with primary reinforcers. Money is
an example of a secondary reinforcer; we know from experience
that it gives us access to primary reinforcers, such as food and a
safe place to live.
LO 10

Explain shaping and the method of
successive approximations. (p. 179)

Building on Thorndike’s law of effect and Watson’s approach
to research, Skinner used shaping through successive approximations (small steps leading to a desired behavior) with pigeons and other animals. With shaping, a person observes the
behaviors of animals, providing reinforcers when they perform
at a required level. Animal behavior can be shaped by forces in
the environment, but instinct may interfere with the process.
This instinctive drift is the tendency for instinct to undermine
conditioned behaviors.
LO 11

Describe continuous reinforcement and
partial reinforcement. (p. 181)

Reinforcers can be delivered on a constant basis (continuous reinforcement) or intermittently (partial reinforcement).

197

 ontinuous reinforcement is generally more effective for estabC
lishing a behavior. However, behaviors learned through partial
reinforcement are generally more resistant to extinction (the
partial reinforcement effect).
LO 12

Name the schedules of reinforcement and
give examples of each. (p. 182)

In a fixed-ratio schedule, reinforcement follows a pre-set number
of desired responses or behaviors. In a variable-ratio schedule,
reinforcement follows a certain number of desired responses
or behaviors, but the number changes across trials (fluctuating
around a precalculated average). In a fixed-interval schedule,
reinforcement comes after a preestablished interval of time; the
response or behavior is only reinforced after the given interval
passes. In a variable-interval schedule, reinforcement comes after
an interval of time passes, but the length of the interval changes
from trial to trial.
LO 13

Explain how punishment differs from
reinforcement. (p. 188)

In contrast to reinforcement, which makes a behavior more
likely to recur, the goal of punishment is to decrease a behavior. Punishment decreases a behavior by instilling an association between a behavior and some unwanted consequence
(for example, between stealing and going to jail, or between
misbehaving and loss of screen time). Negative reinforcement
strengthens a behavior that it follows by removing something
aversive or disagreeable.
LO 14

Summarize what Bandura’s classic Bobo doll
study teaches us about learning. (p. 191)

Observational learning can occur when we watch a model demonstrate a behavior. Albert Bandura’s classic Bobo doll experiment
showed that children readily imitate aggression when they see it
modeled by adults. Studies suggest that children may be inclined
to mimic aggressive behaviors seen in TV shows, movies, video
games, and on the Internet. Observation of prosocial behaviors,
on the other hand, can encourage kindness, generosity, and other
forms of behavior that benefit others.
LO 15

Describe latent learning and explain how
cognition is involved in learning. (p. 194)

Latent learning occurs without awareness and regardless of
reinforcement. Edward Tolman showed that rats could learn to
navigate mazes even when given no reinforcement. Their learning only became apparent when it was needed. Latent learning
is evident in our ability to form cognitive maps, or mental
representations of our physical surroundings. Studies on latent
learning and cognitive maps focus on the cognitive processes
underlying behavior.
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Ke y Terms
acquisition, p. 166
adaptive value, p. 171
biological preparedness,
p. 172
classical conditioning,
p. 166
cognitive map, p. 194
conditioned emotional
response, p. 173
conditioned response (CR),
p. 166
conditioned stimulus (CS),
p. 166
conditioned taste aversion,
p. 171

continuous reinforcement,
p. 181
extinction, p. 169
fixed-interval schedule, p. 183
fixed-ratio schedule, p. 182
habituation, p. 164
higher order conditioning,
p. 169
instinctive drift, p. 181
latent learning, p. 194
law of effect, p. 176
learning, p. 163
model, p. 191
negative punishment, p. 185
negative reinforcement, p. 178

neutral stimulus (NS), p. 166
observational learning, p. 191
operant conditioning, p. 176
partial reinforcement, p. 182
partial reinforcement effect,
p. 182
positive punishment, p. 185
positive reinforcement, p. 177
primary reinforcer, p. 179
prosocial behaviors, p. 193
punishment, p. 183
reinforcement, p. 176
reinforcers, p. 176
secondary reinforcer, p. 179
shaping, p. 179

spontaneous recovery, p. 169
stimulus, p. 164
stimulus discrimination,
p. 167
stimulus generalization,
p. 167
successive approximations,
p. 179
unconditioned response
(UR), p. 166
unconditioned stimulus
(US), p. 166
variable-interval schedule,
p. 183
variable-ratio schedule, p. 183

T EST P REP are you ready ?
1. One basic form of learning is
, which is evident
when an organism does not respond as strongly or as often
following multiple exposures to a stimulus.
a. insight
c. classical conditioning
b. habituation
d. operant conditioning
2. Even turtles can learn through operant conditioning, as evidenced
by their:
a. innate urge to get food.
b. reaction to an unconditioned stimulus.
c. responses to positive reinforcement.
d. reactions to predators.
3. Behaviors learned through classical conditioning are
whereas those learned through operant conditioning are
.
a. involuntary; voluntary
c. voluntary; innate
b. voluntary; involuntary
d. involuntary; innate

,

4. Every time you open the pantry where dog food is stored, your
dog starts to salivate. His reaction is a(n):
a. unconditioned response.
c. stimulus discrimination.
b. conditioned response.
d.	
reaction based on
o
 bservational learning.
5. Little Albert was a baby who originally had no fear of rats. In an
experiment conducted by Watson and Rayner, Albert was classically conditioned to fear white rats through the pairing of a loud
noise with exposure to a rat. His resulting fear is an example of
a(n):
c. conditioned emotional response.
a. unconditioned stimulus.
b. operant conditioning.
d. biological preparedness.

6.

indicates that if a behavior is followed by a pleasurable outcome, it likely will be repeated.
a. Latent learning
c. Biological preparedness
b. Classical conditioning
d. The law of effect

7. Which of the following is an example of negative reinforcement?
a. working hard to get an A on a paper
b. a child getting more computer time when he finishes his
homework
c. a dog whining in the morning, leading an owner to wake up
and take it outside
d. getting a speeding ticket and then not exceeding the speed
limit afterward
8. A child is reprimanded for misbehaving, but then she seems to
misbehave even more! This indicates that reprimanding her was:
a. negative punishment.
c. positive punishment.
b. positive reinforcement.
d. an unconditioned response.
9. In Bandura’s Bobo doll study, children who saw an adult punching
and shouting at the doll:
a. were more likely to display aggressive behavior.
b. were less likely to display aggressive behavior.
c. did not play with the Bobo doll at all.
d. began to cry when they saw the adult acting aggressively.
10. Rats allowed to explore a maze without getting reinforcers until
the 11th day of the experiment subsequently navigated the maze
as if they had been given reinforcers throughout the entire experiment. Their behavior is evidence of:
a. latent learning.
c. classical conditioning.
b. observational learning.
d. operant conditioning.
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11. What is the difference between stimulus generalization and stimulus discrimination?
12. Give an example showing how you have applied shaping and
partial reinforcement to change your behavior. Which schedule
of reinforcement do you think you used?
13. What is the difference between primary reinforcers and secondary reinforcers? Give an example of each and explain how
they might be used to change a behavior.
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14. How are punishment and negative reinforcement different? Give
examples of negative reinforcement, positive punishment, and
negative punishment and explain how they aim to change
behavior.
15. Describe conditioned taste aversion and provide an example.
Identify the neutral stimulus, unconditioned stimulus, unconditioned response, conditioned stimulus, and conditioned
response.
Check youR answers in Appendix C.

Go to LaunchPad or Achieve: Read & Practice to test
your understanding with LearningCurve.
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